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Abstract
In this research work, we propose an application based on-board image compression
framework for small-satellite optical imaging. This framework is inspired by the
realisation of the substantial differences that exist in operational philosophy of
traditional Earth observation satellites and small-satellites. Under this framework, any
pixel which is not useful for the specific application will be treated as "application
noise" and is treated in such a way as to optimise the compression of the rest of the
image. To illustrate this idea, two implementations have been examined.
In the first implementation, we take the cloud regions in image as an example of
'application noise' and incorporate this concept into well known JPEG image
compression method. We analyse the distribution of compressed bits and
reconstruction errors with JPEG and find that most of the blocks in an image which
require the most bits, and which are least reliably reconstructed, are blocks that
contain the rims of clouds, where rapid transitions from the very bright cloud region
to the dark Earth surface take place. This means that significant coding gains can be
obtained if these blocks are isolated and treated separately. The cloud detection
algorithm is inspired by a region-growing method which was previously proposed for
automatically detecting micro-calcifications in mammograms. A new quantization
table was used for rounding the coefficients of the Discrete Cosine Transform, as this
proved capable of obtaining further compression gain.
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The second implementation has more general applications. It is based on the idea that
different regions are encoded with different algorithms. Three shape-adaptive image
compression algorithms are used as candidates. On of these is a simple but efficient
method which adopts an Hilbert scan in object regions to let the following one
dimensional wavelet transform exploit the two dimensional correlation existing in the
image. Experimental results show that this method will achieve a better performance
than compression schemes which use a single fixed method.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
1.1 Objectives of this Research
Remote sensing of the Earth has long been recognized as one of the major benefits
which has resulted from the conquest of space. Orbiting satellites offer unique
possibilities for monitoring the Earth's surface and atmosphere, and many programs
have been established to exploit the data from remote sensing spacecraft. The
sophistication of the orbiting hardware, and the interpretation of the data gathered,
have been increasing at a steady rate since the astronauts of the Gemini programme
brought back the first photographs of the Earth using hand-held cameras. From the
mid-1990s, the importance of remote sensing has been increasingly emphasized with
proposals for many new missions.
While the scientific, economic, environmental and life-saving merits of remote
sensing by satellite are universally acknowledged, the funding for the latest, high
performance system is becoming increasingly scarce. There is consequently a need to
reduce the cost of remote sensing in order to maintain the services offered by these
spacecraft within tightening budgetary constraints.
As a reaction to the huge costs and long development periods of conventional
satellites, and following the trend of all modern electronic design towards
miniaturization, smaller spacecraft are gaining favour in a number of application
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areas, including remote sensmg. Actually, by minimising overheads, and by the
adoption of innovative design processes, smaller teams have been able to rapidly
develop compact spacecraft for launch on cheaper rockets, improving the cost-
effectiveness of remote sensing missions.
However there are some technical bottlenecks which exist in the small satellite
systems which impede their wider application. One of these is the conflict between the
huge volumes of data generated on-board, and the very limited downlink bandwidth
of the platforms. Generally, there are three factors which determine how much data
we can get from the spacecraft: downlink rate, orbit properties and groundstation
distribution and number. As for the second factor, orbit properties, most of the
conventional Earth Observation (EO) satellites have similar orbits as EO small
satellites. However they differ significantly in other two factors. For conventional
satellites, the downlink rate is typically of the order of millions bits per second and
these satellites are operated by many widely distributed groundstations around the
world. Some conventional satellites, e.g. LANDSAT, can even make use of separate
communication relay spacecraft to achieve nearly real time data downloading. In
contrast, a typical 50kg EO microsatellite has just a 38.4kbps downlink rate and is
operated by one or two groundstations.
The disadvantages in small satellite imaging systems can be compensated by a novel
satellite operation philosophy and an innovative on-board data compression
architecture.
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For conventional remote sensing satellites, before an image is taken and transmitted,
the detailed application of the data is usually unknown - it will be stored in a database
until a user asks for it. Actually, such data could be used by many different users, at
different times and for different purposes. Therefore, every pixel in the image should
be kept - any of them could be used sometime later. However, for small satellites, it is
more favourable to have a different sort of operational philosophy. Generally before
an image is taken, we know exactly which application this is for. Therefore, we just
need to keep those pixels which are meaningful for this specific application before the
transmission. The most significant advantage of this philosophy is that it could make
the data reduction ratio much higher than would be possible using traditional lossless
whole image compression. Therefore if we can identify those meaningful pixels or
exclude those not meaningful in advance, we can improve the compression
performance more efficiently. Of course, how much we can save, in terms of
communication bandwidth, from this idea depends on the proportion of meaningful
data, and the characteristics of the image.
In this research work, the objective is to design an application based image
compression framework or architecture which combines image pattern recognition or
feature identification together with arbitrarily shaped region compression. We hope
that this work will advance the field of satellite on-board image processing or
compression, which is just starting to attract attention and which is still very
conservative in the sense of technology compared to other image applications. We
also hope that this research could become the basis of the next generation of data
handling and processing modules on-board small satellites.
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1.2 Methodology
1.2.1 Lossy or Lossless?
Lossy or lossless? This is the first question any researcher, who wants to develop
compression algorithms or methods, has to face. For conventional satellite images or
in medical image applications, lossless compression schemes are more popular
because the user can reconstruct the data exactly as in the original image. However,
for small satellite imaging, it would appear that a lossy method is more favourable
because:
1) The bottleneck of downloading the images from such a small satellite is so serious
that it impedes many of their practical uses. Unfortunately lossless compression
performance is very limited in these satellite images. Even the latest techniques
can only achieve a compression ratio of 2 to 3 at most. In the contrast, lossy
compression can give a much higher compression ratio, which sounds very
attractive.
2) The cameras on board small-satellites are usually "commercial-off-the-shelf'
(COTS) sensors that do not have claims to high fidelity, that is, the image itself
contains considerable physical noise because of the sensor. On the other hand,
even if the sensor is as good as those on-board conventional satellites (which is by
no means perfect), it is not true that every image has to be preserved by all means
whatever the application. For example, for the applications such as territory
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surveying or disaster monitoring, some distortion in the reconstructed image data
is tolerable. Also, for those applications where ordinary human being is the
interpreter of these images, the image can be kept as 'subjectively lossless' as
possible. Of course, if some delicate and sensitive computer algorithms are used,
or in particular applications, a lossless scheme may still be necessary. However, it
is our contention that, considering the current focus of small satellite applications,
lossy compression, used within certain distortion constraints is a practical
proposition.
However, the idea of "application based image compression" does not prevent the use
of lossless compression for the remaining data, and actually, lossless compression can
take advantages from this idea. For example, as will be presented in detail in Chapter
4, we find that satellite images often contain considerable amount of cloud. When
JPEG is used to compress such images, on average, most bits concentrate on those
blocks having cloud edges. Actually this phenomenon does not only exist in DCT
based methods, it is also true in lossless compression schemes because most lossless
methods use prediction to reduce the data correlation and prediction will have more
residuals in these blocks. Therefore if these blocks are application irrelevant,
removing them will also increase the lossless compression scheme performance
significantly.
Based on above considerations, we mainly concentrate on lossy compression schemes
in subsequent chapters, although actually the framework of application based image
compression may be used with any compression scheme - lossy or lossless.
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1.2.2 Methods
The objective of this work, application based compression framework, covers both
image coding and image processing. In this research, we use existing algorithms or
computer routines where possible, but adapt them to fit into this new framework. Two
typical examples are:
1) DCT based arbitrarily shaped region coding by Extension-Interpolation
[YCKKL98]. The method is based on JPEG, but incorporates some preprocessing.
So we just program the preprocessing part and then link it to appropriate location
of the standard JPEG routines.
2) Object-Based Wavelet Transform [KIAK97]. This method is based on ordinary
wavelet coding for rectangular images, but has some separate preprocessing and
intermediate processing. So again we just programme those extra parts and
incorporate them into standard routines and make some modification to improve
its performance.
In this work, there are two public routine sets are mainly used: The first one is
Independent JPEG Group's free JPEG software which can be downloaded from
ftp://ftp.uu.net/graphics/jpeg. The Second one is The Baseline Wavelet Transform
Coder Construction Kit. which can be obtained at http://www.cs.dartmouth.edul
~gdavis. Here we would like to express our appreciation for their contribution to this
research area.
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1.3 Thesis organisation
The whole thesis is divided into five parts:
Chapter 2. In this chapter we review some common image compression techniques
such as JPEG, Fractal, Vector Quantization and Wavelet based methods. In
addition, we also review some general issues to do with lossy compression,
for example, the rate-quality property, quality metrics, symbol encoding
and quantization. We apply the above image compression techniques to
some small satellite images and compare their performance. At the end of
this chapter we also introduce the idea of multi-spectral image
compression and its development trend.
Chapter 3. In this chapter we introduce the history of remote sensing from space and
in particular examine the potential of cost-effective small satellites in this
field. Considering there has not as yet been any specific application for the
small-satellites discussed here, we analyse one possible future application -
a disaster monitoring network using affordable small-satellites to show
both the advantages and technical bottlenecks of the small-satellites. After
the determination of the orbit configuration and mission analysis, we
conclude that current image compression is not suitable for this
application, therefore we propose an application based image compression
framework which first extracts useful regions or pixels, corresponding to
the specific application, and then just encodes and transmits these data.
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Chapter 4. In this chapter, as an example of the application based image compression
framework proposed previously, we present an improved version of JPEG
coding for compressing remote sensing images obtained by optical sensors
on-board micro-satellites. The approach involves expanding cloud regions
to include the cloud/land transitions, and thereby to improve the efficiency
of the subsequent compression. The improvement in coding stems from the
realization that a large number of bits are used for coding the image data
blocks that contain the transition regions between bright clouds, if present
in the image, and the dark background. A fully automatic cloud
segmentation algorithm is therefore used to identify the external
boundaries of the clouds, and then smooth the corresponding blocks prior
to coding. Further gains are also achieved by modifying the quantization
table used for coding the coefficients of the Discrete Cosine Transform.
Compared to standard JPEG, at the same level of reconstruction quality,
the new method can achieve a compression ratio improvement of 13-
161%, depending upon the context, and the amount of cloud present in the
specific image.
Chapter 5. In this chapter, we present another example derived from the application
based image compression framework. This work has more generality than
the one described in previous chapter. Here we not only include specific
feature identification for panchromatic or single band images such as cloud
detection and land-sea boundary detection, but also examine a general
pattern recognition method for multi-spectral images. More importantly,
three general arbitrarily shaped region encoding algorithms are applied to
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encode different regions. The first of these algorithms is a DCT based
method, the second is inspired by the Object-based Wavelet Tranform
(OWT), although we make some improvement on it, and the third one is a
simple but efficient method which scans the concerned region along a
Hilbert curve to form a I-D signal which is subsequently encoded by an I-
D wavelet based approach. The results show that these compression
algorithms give different performances for different types of regions. For
relatively uniform regions, e.g. healthy vegetation areas, water, soil, cloud
etc., the I-D wavelet method is found to be the best; for highly textured
regions, e.g. suburban areas, mixed agriculture fields, mountain areas etc.,
the modified OWT method wins over the others. The conclusion from the
whole image test, is that for the OWT working at whole image mode - the
ordinary 2-D wavelet compression method is the most suitable.
Chapter 6. This chapter gives the conclusions of the research work and suggest some
future research directions in the field of image compression for small-
satellite imagery.
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Chapter 2. Satellite Image Compression: Theory and
Techniques
In this chapter we review some common image compression techniques and their
applications in satellite Earth observation. Digital images, in general, can be produced
by a variety of sources such as scanners, CCD cameras, etc. In most cases, the original
image is converted from analog form to digital numbers by a specific converter or
interface. There is certainly a quality loss associated with this sampling operation, and
it is important to design it carefully [Pra91]. Here, it is assumed that the sampled
rectangular arrays of pixel intensities are the original data, and we examine its quality
of compressed images with respect to this array as the reference.
2.1 Notation
A digital image I is a W x H rectangular array of pixel intensities, with width Wand
height H. The pixel values (intensities) are referred to as IU ,j); where ° :$; i s: H-l and
o :$; j :$; W-I. For "grayscale" or single band images, the pixel intensities are integers in
some range [0, M]. For "colour" or multi-spectral images, each pixel intensity IU, j) is
a vector in some colour space so that the whole image can be divided into several
planes, such as (Red, Green, Blue) for natural true colour images or (band l , band2,
... , band7) for Landsat TM data, etc .. The pixel intensities in each plane are integers
in some range [0, M]. Generally, M=2m-l, therefore each component/intensity of a
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pixel can be stored in m bits and typically this is called AID quantization precision. In
this work, the most commonly used precision is m = 8 which corresponds to M = 255.
In this chapter, we use the term "compression technique" loosely, to describe the
general concept as well as specific methods. We use the term "compression method"
strictly to imply a fixed compression algorithm and decompression algorithm pair.
Therefore, a compression method C consists of an encoder (also denoted by C), and a
decoder (denoted by Dc). The compressed image produced by a compression method
C from an image I is denoted by C(I). On the other hand, C might require some
parameters or "adjusting" arguments, and if they are not evident from the context, we
will add them as arguments, as in C(I; P). The ratio of compression for the
compressed image C(I) is w x H x m + 8, where sizeof(C(I» is the size of compressed
sizeof(C(I»
image in bytes. In this thesis, the AID quantization precision m is generally 8 bits, so
above expression can be simplified as w x H . Generally, we will often refer to
sizeof( C( I»
pixels "(i,j) of the decompressed or reconstructed image, where" =Dc(C(I».
2.2 Rate-quality trade-off
As mentioned in Chapter 1, considering the bandwidth limitation and the validity with
respect to most of the applications of small-satellite imaging, we mainly exploit lossy
compression techniques in this thesis. So there will be a tradeoff between the
reconstruction quality and compression "compactness" in terms of compressed image
size or "rate" (measured by bits per pixel in general). Such a tradeoff is seen from the
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rate-quality curve shown in Fig2.2-1. The notion of quality of a compressed image
with respect to the original seems intuitively obvious. In practice, however, there is no
universal metric that can adequately capture this concept. Several useful
approximation exist, and we shall discuss them in some detail in next section. For the
purpose of illustrating the rate-quality trade-off, we will refer to quality without
specifying an actual metric, and assume it to be a suitable measure of the information-
content of a lossy-compressed image.
The rate-quality curve for lossy compression depends upon four factors: compression
method, image contents, quality metric, and adjusting parameters. For a given image,
compression method and quality metric, the rate and quality of compression depends
on certain parameters passed to the compression algorithm, which we refer to as the
"adjusting parameters". For instance, for JPEG compression [JPG], these adjusting
parameters are the quantization table that determines the precision with which each
frequency component is stored. The rate-quality trade-off resulting from a particular
choice of parameters may not be the best possible. Fig2.2-1 shows how the rate-
quality space consists of three areas. The solid curve line shows the optimal tradeoff
points (e.g. A and 8). For a given rate, the corresponding point on this curve is the
best quality that can be achieved at that rate, by varying the adjusting parameters. The
shaded area under the optimal curve is the sub-optimal area (e.g. C), which
corresponds to a poor choice of adjusting paremeters.
Some general trends can be observed in the shape of typical rate-quality curves. At
extremely low rate, the quality is very poor. The quality increases sharply for a while
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as the rate is increased, and then levels off. At a certain rate the compressed image
gradually becomes virtually indistinguishable from the original, to the human eye.
From an information perspective, the sharp increase in quality lasts while information
about the rough, overall structure of the image is being encoded (which has low
entropy), and the leveling-off occurs when the compressor starts encoding the fine
detail and random noise associated with pixel intensities (which has high entropy).
2.3 Quality Metrics
In general, there are two ways of analysing of image quality metrics:
1. For a given image and compression method, measure and compare the information
content at different rates.
2. Evaluate and optimize different compression methods so as to maximize the
quality of an image at any particular rate. Thus, for a compression method C with
adjusting parameter p, the quality metric can be used to choose p such that the
measured quality is maximized for the resulting rate. Further, to compare
compression methods Cl and C2, the quality metric can be compared at a fixed
rate.
There is no single metric, unfortunately, well suited to these analyses. Here, we
survey some of the commonly used metrics. A complete discussion of the merits and
demerits of various quality metrics is beyond the scope of this thesis. Image quality
metrics constitute an active research area. Here, we simply present an overview.
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A quality metric is supposed to quantify the information-content of a compressed
image. Unfortunately, the term "information-content" is hard to define for images.
Moreover, the notion of "information" for an image can differ from application to
application. For example, in satellite imagery, clouds may be noise to land users
whilst being information to meteorologists. For this reason, specific applications
typically need to define their own domain-specific metrics.
Mean square error based metrics
The most common figure of merit to measure the similarity between the original
image I and reconstructed image I' is the mean-square error (MSE), which is also the
most frequently used error measure in the engineering literature. Its definition is:
1 1 H-J W-J 2
MSE=w HIII-I'II~=w HII11(i,D-I'(i,j)1 (Eq.2.3-1)
x x i=O j=O
Sometimes the root of MSE, which is called RMSE, is also often used for quality
measure.
In image processing applications such as compression, we often use a pair of MSE
based logarithmic metrics called the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) which are given by
2'" -1
PSNR=2010gJQ( r;:u:;;::;) (Eq.2.3-2)
,\}MSE
SNR = 20 10gJO( r;:u:;;::;) (Eq.2.3-3)
'\}MSE
S
where m is the number of bits to store each pixel in original image and S is the mean-
square pixel intensity for the original image and is:
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s= 1 IIII(i,j)12
W X H i=O j=O
(Eq.2.3-4)
These quality metrics are commonly used for three reasons:
1. A first order analysis in which the data samples are treated as independent events
suggests using a sum of squares error measure;
2. They are easy to compute, and lead to optimization approaches that are often
tractable, unlike other candidate metrics (e.g., other Lp norms, for [#2);
3. They have a reasonable though imperfect correspondence with image degradation
as interpreted subjectively by human observers (e.g.; image analysts), or by
machine interpreters (e.g.; for computer pattern recognition algorithms).
Human visual system metrics
A human observer, in viewing images, does not compute any of the above error
measures, so that their use in image coding for visual interpretation is inherently
flawed. The problem is, what formula should we use? To gain a deeper understanding,
recall again that our eyes and minds are interpreting visual information in a highly
context-dependent way, of which we know the barest outline. We interpret visual
quality by how well we can recognize familiar patterns and understand the meaning of
the sensory data. While this much is known, any mathematically defined space of
patterns can quickly become unmanageable with the slightest structure. To make
progress, we have to severely limit the type of patterns we consider, and analyze their
relevance to human vision.
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A class of patterns that is both mathematically tractable, and for which there is
considerable psycho-physical experimental data, is the class of sinusoidal patterns
visual waves. It is known that the human visual system is not uniformly sensitive to
all sinusoidal patterns. In fact, a typical experimental result shown in Fig2.3-1 is that
we are most sensitive to visual waves at around 5 cycles/degree, with sensitivity
decreasing exponentially at higher frequencies [Top98]. What happens below 5
cycles/degree is not well understood, but it is believed that sensitivity decreases as
well with decreasing frequency. Such an compression method that is based on this
HVS metric can be found in [Top98].
Another attempt to approximate psycho-visual metrics is the Picture Quality Scale
(PQS) metric being developed by Algazi et al [MKA96]. The PQS quality metric is
designed to correlate with the Mean Observation Score (MOS) evaluation of a large
set of test images. For each test image, a number of observers were asked to give a
rating on a "scale of impairment" from 0 (very poor quality) to 5 (excellent quality).
Intermediate points on the scale were labeled as "perceptible and very annoying loss",
"perceptible and slightly annoying loss", "perceptible but not annoying loss", etc. The
average MOS rating for each image was calculated. The PQS uses five different
carefully designed measures of quality loss (including MSE and its varieties). A
principal components analysis was done on these to find uncorrelated factors, and
then multiple regression analysis was used to find weights for those eigen-factors that
gave the best correlation with the MOS scores. The current PQS implementation
works best for 256 x 256 grayscale images, at moderate to high qualities. The MOS
itself did not have enough range to distinguish between low qualities.
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The correlation between the PQS and subject visual qualities is much better than the
other metrics according to the author. However, a serious problem is that PQS
measurement is computationally complex, and certainly not amenable to analysis
through the compression process. Compression algorithms can optimize PQS only
through searching for the optimal parameters by evaluating the PQS at each point (and
navigating the search space in some ordered fashion, such as following the best
gradient). This is very expensive, and in practice, some researchers just use PQS as a
calibration tool to assess qualities across images and compression methods.
2.4 General image compression framework
In this section we present an overview of the common elements of image
compression. There are many excellent references for detailed discussions of these
[NH95, Jai89, JR94, Pra91, BK95, JN84].
Image compression relies on two fundamental traits of pixel intensities in image data:
redundancy and irrelevancy [JN84]. Redundancy relates to statistical properties of
images, while irrelevancy relates to the "observer" (human or computer) using the
image. Redundancy can be spatial (due to correlation between neighboring pixels) or
spectral (due to correlation between color planes or spectral bands). In addition, for
video imagery, there can be temporal redundancy as well, due to correlation between
consecutive frames. Irrelevancy results from the insensitivity of the HVS or the
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analysis algorithm to very small details in the Image, which include the noise
introduced in the image acquisition process.
A good compression technique needs to decompose the image data so as to remove
the redundancy and order the data in order of relevance. This decomposition is usually
done by transforming the image data to a "spatial frequency" domain. It is usually
lossless, except for floating point calculation errors in practical implementations. This
organized information is then subjected to quantization which exploits the relevance
order to discard or approximately retain the less relevant pieces. The quantization step
produces the loss in quality. Typically, the tuning parameters for a compression
method are just the parameters for a particular quantization strategy. Finally, the
quantized data is encoded into bits that form the compressed image. This encoding
does not introduce any further loss. These steps are shown in Fig2.4-1. These steps are
highly interdependent. For example, symbol encoding can be done much more
efficiently via entropy coding techniques (such as Huffman coding [Huf52]), if the
reorganization and quantization produce a representation with low entropy. The
efficacy of quantization depends upon the accuracy of the relevance order imposed by
the decomposition step. The heart of an image compression technique is its
decomposition step: symbol encoding and quantization are rather general, and
common approaches are used in all image compression techniques. For this reason,
we discuss symbol encoding and quantization first. Subsequent sections present some
compression techniques along with their decomposition mechanisms and the specific
flavors of quantization and symbol encoding used by them.
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2.5 Symbol encoding
This step involves the coding of a sequence of symbols (produced by quantization of
the decomposed image) into a small number of bits, so that the input sequence can be
recovered exactly from the coded bits. This process is also known as lossless or
noiseless encoding.
2.5.1 Fixed-length coders
Some applications require the use of fixed-length codewords, in order to allow
simpler implementations (such as simple buffering requirements) or because of other
constraints. For example, if it is important for an image compression application to
randomly access arbitrary pieces of an image, fixed-length codewords may be more
suitable than variable-length codewords. For an input sample alphabet with N
symbols, the rate required, using fixed-length codewords, is flog2Nl bits per sample. If
N is a power of 2 then this is the least possible rate with fixed-length codewords. If N
is not a power of 2 the rate can be improved by grouping together blocks of input
symbols. If blocks of k symbols are used, then the rate is r IOg2Nk l.It is readily seen
k
that this approaches log2N as k~oo. Thus, increasing the block size leads to more
efficient coding, at the expense of increased complexity and reduced "random-access"
capability. Beyond a certain size, the gain in rate anyway becomes insignificant.
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2.5.2 Variable-length Coders
Variable-length codes encode the information produced by a source more efficiently
by assigning shorter codewords to frequently occurring symbols, minimizing the rate
(the expected codeword length). The best rate that can be achieved in this fashion is
bounded by the entropy function. For a discrete memoryless stationary source S of
symbols over an alphabet of size N; the entropy, H(S); is defined as
N
H(S) = -LPilog2Pi bits/symbol (Eq.2.5-1)
i=1
Here Pi is the probability of occurrence of the ith symbol. Shannon showed that this is
a lower bound for the rate required to encode the source. For sources with memory,
the entropy definition is easily extended using joint probabilities. Note that the
entropy is lower for "skewed" distributions that have high probabilities for a very
small number of symbols.
Shannon also showed that the entropy bound can be achieved arbitrarily closely, using
block coding with variable-length codes. The coding techniques used for this are also
known as entropy coding techniques. We briefly review two of the most common
entropy coding techniques.
Huffman coding
Huffman coding [Huf52] produces codes which satisfy the prefix condition: No
codeword is the prefix of any other codeword. Thus, a sequence of codewords can be
uniquely mapped to a sequence of symbols. To construct the Huffman codes for a
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given source, the original alphabet is repeatedly shrunk by merging the two symbols
with least probabilities, until only two symbols remain. One of these is assigned the
codeword '0' and the other is assigned' 1'. The composite symbols are then broken up
(in reverse order of the merging), with codewords oD and a 1 assigned to the symbols
that were merged to form the composite symbol with codeword a.
It can be shown that if all the symbol probabilities are negative powers of two,
Huffman coding achieves the entropy bound exactly. In practice, symbol probabilities
can be arbitrary, and Huffman coding may be inefficient as each codeword length is
an integer (the optimal codeword length for a symbol with probability Pi is -log7Pi ).
In this case, it can be shown that by using Huffman coding on blocks (of length k) of
symbols, the entropy bound is achieved in the limit as k ~ 00. However, this
convergence may be slow, and the implementation complexity grows exponentially
with k. A better strategy, in some cases, is to use a composite symbol alphabet that
groups together runs of frequently occurring symbols into one composite symbol (this
is known as run-length encoding ).
Often, symbol probabilities may not be stationary (for example, in an image, they may
change from area to area). In this case, Huffman coding, which assumes a stationary
source, is suboptimal. Dynamic Huffman coding schemes [Knu85, Vit87], adaptively
adjust the codewords through the encoding process, to take into account varying
symbol probabilities, but their implementations are complex.
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Practical implementations of Huffman coding usually make several simplifications
(such as limiting the maximum codeword length) for reducing the complexity, at the
cost of a slight increase in rate.
Arithmetic coding
In Huffman coding there is a codeword for each symbol or block of symbols.
Arithmetic coding directly assigns a full code to the entire sequence of symbols. The
idea, due to Elias [Eli63], is to partition the interval [0, I] into non-overlapping
subintervals, one for each possible sequence of symbols, such that the length of the
subinterval corresponding to a sequence is equal to its probability of occurrence. A
sequence is coded by specifying the corresponding subinterval. The subinterval
partitioning is done iteratively: using a fixed ordering of the symbols in the alphabet,
the current interval is partitioned into pieces whose lengths are proportional to the
probabilities of occurrence of the alphabet symbols. Out of these newly created
subintervals, the one corresponding to the next input symbol is chosen. This process is
repeated for the entire sequence of input symbols. Fig2.5-1 illustrates the interval
partitioning step in arithmetic coding.
An input sequence is coded by specifying the corresponding subinterval. It can be
shown that if the probability of occurrence of the sequence s is Ps; then the subinterval
for s can be specified using r-log2Ps1bits. Thus, each sequence can be coded within
one bit of its ideal length.
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As presented here, arithmetic coding is hard to implement, because the precision
required to carry out the arithmetic for subinterval partitioning increases with the
length of the sequence to be coded. Practical implementations use several
simplifications (such as normalizing the interval size at each step and rounding) to use
fixed-precision arithmetic [PMLA88, Lan84, WNC87]. Arithmetic coding can easily
adapt to changing source statistics. In fact, IBM's Q-coder [PMLA88] and the QM-
coder used in JPEG [PM93] are arithmetic coders with adaptive estimation of symbol
probabilities being an integral part of the encoder itself. In practice, arithmetic coding
can perform up to 10% better (in terms of rate) than Huffman coding, but it is used
less often because it is a patented technique.
2.6 Quantization
The symbols encoded by entropy coding are the output of the quantization step, which
is the key loss-controlling step in image compression. The task of the quantization
step is to take the decomposed image data and produce an approximation of it, using a
smaller number of symbols, while allowing a minimal loss in quality. Typically, the
image decomposition step produces a structured representation, with a relevance
ordering of the different pieces of the structure. For example, a discrete cosine
transform decomposition produces blocks of spatial frequency coefficients, with the
low frequency coefficients containing more information than the higher frequency
coefficients. Quantization must take into account this ordering to maximize the
quality while minimizing the rate.
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In this section, we review some commonly used quantization techniques. Quantization
can be classified as scalar quantization or vector quantization. Scalar quantization
quantizes each input signal value individually, while vector quantization jointly
quantizes blocks (or vectors) of signal values. Scalar quantization is a special case of
vector quantization, and is simpler to implement. For memory less sources (where the
signal values are independent), scalar quantization performs nearly as well as vector
quantization [GG92]. Usually, the image decomposition step produces largely
uncorrelated data. While lack of correlation does not necessarily imply independence
(except for Gaussian sources), in practical cases, performance gains of vector over
scalar quantization of decorrelated data are not enough to warrant the added
complexity [JR94]. Vector quantization is typically used as an image compression
technique by itself (without the decomposition step), as the raw pixel intensities are
highly correlated. For this reason, we just discuss scalar quantization here, while
vector quantization is discussed as a complete image compression technique.
2.6.1 Scalar quantization
A scalar quantizer maps real numbers to a countable set of reconstruction levels, rj ,
based on ordered decision levels, d., If the input x is in the decision interval (d, dj+) ]
then the output y is rj (Fig2.6-1). Each reconstruction level rj also lies in the
corresponding decision interval, (d., dj+)].
In practice, the total number of reconstruction levels is finite. For an input signal with
a given probability density function p(x); the goal is to design a scalar quantizer that
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will minimize the distortion while achieving a particular rate. Note that we use
distortion to mean MSE. Other metrics can also be used, but the MSE is best suited
for analysis of quantizers and hence is most commonly used.
The kind of scalar quantization used depends upon the symbol encoding technique
used. If fixed-length codes are used, then for a given number N of reconstruction
levels, the rate is fixed, and d, rj need to be designed so as to minimize the distortion.
This is done using the Lloyd-Max technique [Ll082, Max60]. If variable-length codes
are used, then the rate will be close to the entropy of the quantizer output. In this case,
it is useful to minimize both entropy and distortion, using "entropy-constrained"
quantization.
Lloyd-Max quantizer
When fixed-length symbol encoding is used, the tuning parameter for the quantizer is
simply N, the number of reconstruction levels to he used. In this case, the quantizer
can he designed using the Lloyd-Max algorithm [Ll082, Max60] to minimize the
distortion. The optimal quantizer, Q, is one where do, ... , d; and ro, ... , rN_Iminimize
the distortion D, where
to
D = f (Q(x) - X)2 p(x)dx (Eq.2.6-1)
-to
It can be shown that the optimal d., and r, satisfy the constraint that ri is the mean of
the signal conditional on the fact that x lies in the interval (d., di+I]. That is,
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di+lf xp(x )dx
d ,
(Eq.2.6-2)r; = di+1J p(x )dx
di
Further, for I s i sN,
r 1 + rd , = 1- 2 1 (Eq.2.6-3)
The Lloyd-Max technique starts with an arbitrary initial partitioning, d., computes the
conditional means rj, then recomputes the decision levels as the averages of
neighboring reconstruction levels. This process is repeated until the distortion drop
falls below some threshold. In most cases, convergence is rapid [JR94].
Entropy-constrained quantization
When variable-length coding is used, the rate of the quantized output is not fixed
simply by a choice of N, the number of quantizer levels. Instead, the rate is closely
approximated by the entropy of the quantized output. Unlike the Lloyd-Max
quantizers, entropy-constrained quantizers try to minimize the entropy as well as the
distortion. For a particular quantization strategy determined by parameters e, the
entropy-constrained quantization (ECQ) optimization problem can be formulated as
follows:
Given a target rate RO, find e such that the resulting rate R(e) is no more
than the target RO, and the distortion D(e) is minimized.
In its most general form, the parameter e can be any tuple (N, {d}, {rJ) with N any
positive integer or infinity, dj and rj arbitrary real numbers such that d, :$; rj :5 dj+l.In
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practice, a particular quantization strategy is used, which imposes restrictions on the
possible values of e. For example, the commonly used uniform scalar quantization
strategy imposes the constraint that the interval width dj+l-djis constant.
We present a brief overview of ECQ theory here, and then present the analysis of the
Laplacian density case, which is also important from an image compression
perspective. All the signal sources in the analyses presented in this chapter are
assumed to be sequences of independent, identically distributed random variables.
The rate R(e) corresponding to a choice of the parameters e = (N; {d.}, {rJ) is
calculated as the entropy,
R(8)= - LPi log, Pi (Eq.2.6-4)
i
where Pi is the probability that the signal value x is in (d., dj+1 ]. That is,
d;+1
Pi = fp(x)dx
d;
(Eq.2.6-5)
The distortion is similarly calculated as,
di+1
D(e) = L J(x - r;)2 p(x)dx (Eq.2.6-6)
i dj
The ECQ optimization problem can be solved by minimizing the Lagrangian
R(e)+AD(e). It can be shown that for any A ~ 0, a solution eL to the Lagrangian
minimization problem is also a solution to the ECQ optimization problem, for R· =
R(eL). Not all optimal solutions to the ECQ optimization problem are necessarily
solutions to the Lagrangian minimization problem. The Lagrangian will only be
minimized at points on the convex hull of the R-D curve. In Fig2.6-2, point B will
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never be picked by Lagrangian minimization, even though it is a solution to the ECQ
optimization problem for R' = RB• In practice, the points that minimize the Lagrangian
are dense enough to achieve any target RB very closely. Also, if the optimal rate
versus distortion curve (optimal with respect to the choice of e out of a possibly
restricted set) is continuous with slope increasing towards zero, then every solution to
the ECQ optimization problem can be obtained via Lagrangian minimization. This
can be easily seen from the geometrical interpretation of Lagrangian minimization
(Fig2.6-3). If we draw lines with slope -A at increasing distance from the origin, the
first point where the rate-distortion curve is touched will minimize the Lagrangian.
Consider the general case with no restriction on possible choices for e. For a
particular choice of d, and dj+l, the probability pj does not depend on the reconstruction
level r.. Hence, the choice of rj does not affect the rate, and should be made so as to
minimize the distortion. Then,
di+ I
fxp(x)dx
(Eq.2.6-7)rj = di+1
fp(x)dx
d,
Taking partial derivatives of the Lagrangian R+AD with respect to each d, and
equating with zero results in a set of non-linear simultaneous equations:
Equations Eq.2.6-7 and Eq.2.6-8, first presented by Berger [Ber72], provide necessary
conditions for a quantizer to be optimal. If dj.l, d, and A are known, then equation
Eq.2.6-5, Eq.2.6-7 and Eq.2.6-8 can be solved numerically to compute dj+l. Given
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some boundary conditions (such as the first and last decision level), and A, this offers
an iterative algorithm to solve for the optimal quantizer [Ber72, FM84].
Unfortunately, there can be two solutions for each dj+l, for fixed values of dj•l, d, and
A. If each possible solution is examined, the complexity of the iterative algorithm
grows exponentially. In practice, the lower of the two solutions is used, based on
empirical evidence that is usually is the right choice[Ber72, Ber82, FM84].
2.7 ECQ for laplacian density
The Laplacian pdf is of special interest in image compression, as most Image
compression techniques use decompositions that produce data closely approximated
by a Laplacian density [RG83, MHY82, Tes79].
The Laplacian density is characterized by the pdf,
a
p(x)=2e-alxl, -00< x < 00 (Eq.2.7-1)
The variance of the distribution is a2/2.
We characterize the performance of several quantization strategies on the Laplacian
pdf. We assume that N, the number of quantizer levels, is not bounded. Placing a
sufficiently large bound on N does not change rate or distortion appreciably, as the
contributions made by the "tails" become negligible for large N. Moreover, the results
can be easily extended to the case when N is small.
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Berger has shown in [Ber72] that a uniform quantizer with 0 as one of the decision
levels (a mid-riser uniform quantizer) satisfies the necessary conditions for optimality
given by equations Eq.2.6-7 and Eq.2.6-8. For a quantizer step size of q, the decision
levels for this quantizer are d, = iq, for i = 0; ± 1, ±2, ... Fig2. 7-1 shows the Laplacian
density for a = 0.1, and shows the decision levels for q = 10: Let B denote e-aq. The
reconstruction levels are given by rj=iq + a-I - qB(I-B)_I, for ;20. For ;<0, r, are
symmetrically obtained. In terms of the parameter B, the rate and distortion are
[Ber72]:
R(B) = (l-BJ_I[-fAog2B-(I-B)logll-B)J+1 (Eq.2.7-2)
(Eq.2.7-3)
Note that the distortion expression has been written so that the "normalized
distortion", Did, is apparent. We will refer to this quantizer as the MR-U-C quantizer
(Mid-Riser, Uniform, reconstruction at Conditional mean). As the parameter B =e-aq
runs from 0 to 1, R(BJ runs from 1 to 00 and D(B) from lid to O. Since 0 is one of the
decision levels, even in the limit as B~ 0 (that is, q ~ 1), there are two
reconstruction levels. one to the right of the origin and one to the left. The rate, for
symmetric quantizers with zero as a decision level and working on symmetric pdfs, is
always ~ 1, (a proof can be found in [FM84]). Intuitively, in the limit there will be
two symbols to be coded with probability 0.5 for each, which has entropy I.
Unfortunately, the MR-U-C quantizer is not always optimal for the Laplacian pdf,
even for R > 1. Fig2.7-2 shows the rate-distortion performance of the MR-U-C
quantizer on a Laplacian source. All the other quantizers shown (which will be
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described shortly) perform better, except at very low distortions, where all the curves
coincide. The RL(D) curve shown is the generalized Shannon lower bound to the
theoretical rate-distortion function, which is obtained as the R(D) curve of a Gaussian
density with equal differential entropy [Ber71].
When zero is one of the reconstruction levels, the quantizer IS classified as a
"midtread quantizer". For image compression applications, mid-tread quantizers are
preferred over mid-riser ones, as a mid-riser quantizer quantizes even a zero input to a
non-zero output. The signal being quantized is usually the coefficient corresponding
to some spatial frequency, and approximating a zero with a non-zero corresponds to
introducing a frequency when there isn't any, which results in visible artifacts.
The simplest mid-tread quantizer is again the uniform quantizer, with each decision
interval having a constant width, q. Fig2.7-3 shows a uniform mid-tread quantizer
with q=10. It is more convenient to adopt the following notation for the decision
levels: "bin n" refers to the decision interval centered at nq, for n = 0; ± 1, ±2, ...
Endpoints are assigned to decision intervals as follows. The decision interval for bin 0
is taken to be (-q/2, q/2). For n>O, the decision interval is taken to be [nq-q/2,
nq+q/2), and for n<O, the decision interval is (nq-q/2, nq+q/2]. The quantized value
of an input x is the value n such that bin n contains x. Note that n can be calculated
very simply by rounding xlq to the nearest integer. The symbol Pn now denotes the
probability that an input x is in bin n. Given a step size q, the reconstruction level for
bin n that minimizes the distortion is the conditional mean given by
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n=O
n>O
n<O
(Eq.2.7-4)
Here t5 = a-I - qf32 (1- f32 r,with f3 denoting e-aql2 (using e-aql2 as the parameter
simplifies subsequent notation). We refer to this quantizer as the MT-U-C quantizer
(Mid- Tread, Uniform, reconstruction at Conditional mean). The MT-U-C quantizer
does not satisfy the necessary conditions for optimality. Its performance is
nevertheless better than the MR-U-C quantizer, as can be seen from its rate-distortion
curve shown in Fig2.7-3. We have calculated the rate and distortion for the MT-U-C
quantizer, in terms of the parameter [3= e-aql2 , as:
The reconstruction levels, en, depend upon the parameter a of the Laplacian pdf. A
very commonly used simplification is to use the mid-points of bins as reconstruction
levels, instead of the conditional means. Thus, the reconstruction level mn for bin n
becomes:
mn =nq (Eq.2.7-7)
In this case, the decoder does not need to know the value of a. Further, the decoder
simply needs to multiply a quantized value n by q to get the reconstruction value mn
= nq. We refer to this quantizer as the MT-U-M quantizer (Mid-Tread, Uniform,
reconstruction at Mid-point). Fig2.7-3 also shows the reconstruction levels for the
MT- U-M quantizer. The MT-U-M quantizer is probably the most commonly used
quantizer in image compression, because of its simplicity. The JPEG image
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compression standard, for example, uses MT-U-M quantizers. In terms of the
parameter fJ= e -aq12 , we have calculated the rate and distortion for this quantizer as:
1+ 132
R(fJ) = f3[1-log2 (1+ fJ) -log2 13(--2 )] -log2 (1- 13) (Eq.2.7-8)
1- fJ
(Eq.2.7-9)
The rate-distortion curve for the MT-U-M quantizer is also shown in Fig2.7-2. At
rates greater than about 2.5 bits per sample, the performance is very close to that of
the MT-U-C quantizer. At moderate to low rates, however, the MT-U-C quantizer
performs considerably better. Note that the X-axis is normalized distortion
(D/a2=Da2/2), on a logarithmic scale. At a typical rate of 0.5 bits per sample, the
MT-U-M distortion is about twenty percent greater than the MT-U-C distortion.
2.8 Adaptive block truncation coding (ABTC)
ABTC [RJ91] is being used on Surrey Satellite Technology Limited's (SSTL's)
remote sensing satellites. It is based on Block Truncation Coding (BTC). In BTC
algorithms, every image will be broken up into small blocks, typically of size 4 by 4
pixels. The mean and variance of the block is calculated. A two level quantiser is then
used to create a binary bitmap of the block. All pixels with a grey-scale value greater
than the mean are stored as bit value 1 and those with a value smaller than the mean
are given bit value O. The compressed image consists of the mean, variance and the
bitmap. In the decoder the mean and variance are used to create two reconstruction
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levels, a and b, using the formula shown below. The value calculated within the
square root sign is to preserve the sample moments, i.e. mean and variance.
a~m-<TX~ q
n-q
Eib=m+CTxVq
where m and CT are the mean and variance of the block, n is the number of bits in this
block (i.e. 16) and q is the number of bits with value more than the mean value. After
these reconstruction levels have been calculated, the image is reconstructed by placing
the higher value b where a bit 1 occurs in the bitmap and the lower value a where a bit
o occurs.
The adaptive nature of ABTC comes from using three levels of compression. The
choice of which of these levels is used is based upon the variance of the current 4 by
4 block of pixels. There are two thresholds set, Xl and X2, that define which block
size is used. The three levels of compression are:
LevelO: Low activity, i.e. CTS; Xl, so only send the mean of the 4 by 4 block.
Levell: Medium activity, i.e. Xl < CTS;X2, so send standard BTC information.
Level 2: High activity, i.e. CT> X2, so break this block into four 2 by 2 sub-blocks
and use BTC based on 2 by 2 pixel blocks and then send information about these four
sub-blocks.
Thresholds Xl and X2 can be treated as two factors to adjust the trade-off between
compression ratio and reconstructed image's quality. In current SSTL on-board
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compression software, Xl and X2 are selected as 1.0 and 10.0 respectively. The
characteristics of this algorithm can be summarised as:
1. It is simple to be implemented. Only the mean and the variance are needed to
encode the image. Additionally, all operations in ABTC are in the spatial domain,
i.e. it avoids complicated floating-point calculations needed if transformation to
other domains are used.
2. It is very suitable to keep, and even enhance, the shape of objects in the image.
This feature is not reflected in the value of the quantitative criterion, RMSE, but it
is obvious from the point of view of the subjective visual effect. This also indicates
that RMSE is not an ideal figure of merit for some specific remote sensing
applications, e.g. military object detection.
3. It has a relatively low compression ratio. For satellite images, in general, CR
ranges from 2.75 to 4. Additionally, when the image overall activity is low, ABTC
can not achieve significant CR improvement like other algorithms. This is partially
due to the fixed maximum block size: 4 by 4 pixels.
2.9 The JPEG standard
The JPEG (Joint Photographic Experts Group) standard [JPG] is the most commonly
used image compression technique available today. JPEG uses the discrete cosine
transform (DCT) [ANR74] to decompose the image. Recall that image decomposition
serves two purposes: removing redundancy and exposing a relevance order. The
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pixels in an image are usually highly correlated. For a random vector with a known
auto-correlation matrix, the Karhunen-Loeve transform (KLT) [Kar47, Loe60] is a
transform that produces random vectors with uncorrelated components. Moreover, the
KLT packs most of the signal energy in a small number of components, and orders the
components in decreasing order of variance. Thus, the KLT is ideally suited for
removing redundancy as well as for relevance ordering. Unfortunately, the KLT is
hard to compute, and also requires a computation of the auto-correlation matrix. A
practical transform for the purpose of image compression should preferably be image-
independent and have a fast implementation, while maintaining the decorrelating
property. The OCT performs nearly as well as the KLT (asymptotic equivalence can
be shown for certain Markov processes [RY90]), in theory and in practice, and is
independent of the image. The OCT is computationally complex enough that its
computation for the entire image is prohibitively expensive. In practice, the OCT is
applied to smaller units, or blocks, of image data, and in that case it can be done very
efficiently, even in hardware. JPEG uses 8 x 8 blocks, and we present the OCT using
that block size.
2.9.1 The discrete cosine transform
The two-dimensional OCT decomposes an image block (in a single color plane) using
a fixed set of basis blocks. The basis blocks consist of cosines with different spatial
frequencies. The transformed block consists of coefficients for each basis block. For
the 8 x 8 block size, there are 64 basis blocks, indexed by (u,v), for 0 ~ u,v ~ 7. Let an
image block be denoted by f; with individual pixels identified as f(i, J), for 0 ~ u,v ~
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7. Then the OCT coefficients F(u, v), for the specific kind of OCT used in JPEG, are
computed by taking the dot product of/with the basis block for (u, v)[PM93]:
1 ~ ~ [(2i + I)UJr] [(2) + I)VJr]DCT(/)( u, v) = F( u, v) = - c( u)c( v) L. L. f( i,}) cos cos --'-----
4 x=O y=O 16 16
(Eq.2.9-1)
The normalizing constants C(w) are:
r-c(w) = 1 for w= 0for w:;t: 0
The inverse OCT (lDCT) transforms a block of coefficients back into a block of
image pixels:
1~ ~ [(2i + l)UJr] [(2) + I)VJr]IDCT(F)(i,}) = f(i,}) = -4 L.L.c(u)c(v)F(u, v)cos cos
;=0 }=o 16 16
(Eq.2.9-2)
The two-dimensional OCT is separable; it can be computed by first applying a one
dimensional OCT on the rows, and then on the columns. There are many fast
algorithms and implementations for computing the OCT. An excellent survey can be
found in [RY90].
The coefficient F (u, v) corresponds to the amount of the corresponding spatial
frequency present in the image. The coefficient F (0. 0) is simply eight times the mean
pixel value in the block, and is referred to as the DC coefficient. The remaining
coefficients are called the AC coefficients. As u and v increase from 0 to 7. the
coefficient F (u, v) corresponds to higher spatial frequency (that is, finer detail). A
higher value of u corresponds to greater fluctuation in the vertical direction, while a
higher value of v corresponds to greater fluctuation in the horizontal direction. For
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example, consider the image block f (taken from an actual image) whose pixel values
are:
30 35 36 43 59 95 115 134
38 38 45 63 80 110 126 139
45 50 56 75 97 121 139 149
47 57 74 95 114 132 142 153
f= 54 70 83 105 126 141 146 153
70 76 94 118 135 143 147 150
73 87 105 126 145 147 150 149
84 100 115 133 147 151 148 150
Fig2.9-1 shows this image block, magnified. The DeT coefficients, DeT(f) are
obtained as:
819.1 - 263.2 - 8.5 1.7 0.6 - 4.5 0.7 - 4.8
- 155.8 - 38.3 54.9 0.8 - 4.1 2.5 3.6 - 4.5
- 22.1 19.2 11.4 - 1.2 - 3.3 - 0.2 1.1 - 1.0
- 17.7 0.6 2.6 - 0.4 0.3 1.1 - 0.3 - 2.4
OCT(j) = 2.0 1.1 - 5.0 - 3.9 - 4.1 1.6 - 2.0 - 4.1
- l.8 0.7 - 2.6 - 0.5 - 0.1 - 0.5 2.2 - 4.1
- 0.7 2.9 6.1 0.7 0.2 0.2 - 0.1 - 0.2
- 1.3 - 2.4 2.8 0.8 - 3.2 - 3.1 - 2.8 0.3
Observe that the De coefficient has the largest absolute magnitude, and the higher
frequency coefficients are all nearly zero. The DeT preserves the total energy. That is,
i,j II."
Most images are fairly smooth, and hence most of the energy of the image block is
captured by the low-frequency coefficients in the transformed block. Thus, the
relevance ordering implicitly imposed by the DeT is that the lower frequency
coefficients are typically greater in absolute magnitude than the high frequency
coefficients. Moreover, the human visual system is less sensitive to higher frequencies
than lower frequencies [VB67]. These two facts can be used to achieve high
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compression, by retaining only a coarse approximation of the coefficients, i.e., by
quantization.
2.9.2 JPEG quantization and encoding
The JPEG standard does not specify any fixed color space. Usually, color images are
converted to the (Y,Cb,Cr) space, and the chrominance planes are subsampled by a
factor of two horizontally as well as vertically. Conceptually, further encoding of each
plane is done independently (the encoded blocks are interleaved in practice). Thus, we
can describe the JPEG compression steps in terms of a single color plane I of width W
and height H
The image I is first divided into 8 x 8 non-overlapping blocks. To each block f; the
DCT is applied to get the 8 x 8 block F of OCT coefficients. MT-U-M quantization of
each coefficient is done. Recall that MT-U-M quantization uses a uniform step size q,
and each input is quantized by dividing it by q and rounding to the nearest integer.
Reconstruction is done in the decompression process by multiplying each quantized
value by q.
Since different DCT frequencies have different perceptual significance, and since
lower frequencies are likely to have greater absolute magnitudes, JPEG uses different
step sizes for quantizing different coefficients. An 8 x 8 table of integers, called the
quantization table Q, specifies the quantizer step size for each coefficient. JPEG
allows Q to have entries in the range I to 255.
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The block of quantized DCT coefficients, FQ, is given by:
FQ (u, v) = F(u, v) II Q(u, v) (Eq.2.9-4)
where II represents division followed by rounding to the nearest integer. The
quantization table Q is the tuning parameter for JPEG compression, and is included in
the compressed image so that the decoder can use it for dequantization. Greater values
of Q(u, v) result in poorer quality and lower rate. For the example block f given
previously, the DCT coefficients block F , when quantized by a quantization table Q
with all entries Qtu, v) equal to 10, results in the quantized block given by:
82 -26 -1 0 0 0 0 0
-16 -4 5 0 0 0 0 0
-2 2 1 0 0 0 0 0
-2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
FQ = 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Observe that most of the quantized coefficients are zero. The DCT did a good job of
exposing the relevance order by packing most of the signal energy in low-frequency
coefficients, which are the only ones with non-zero quantized values. It is apparent
that the transformed and quantized blocks can be compressed tremendously.
There are two modes of symbol encoding allowed in JPEG: the arithmetic coding
mode and the Huffman coding mode. The arithmetic coding mode uses the QM-coder
to code the sequence of quantized coefficient blocks, by using a dynamic probability
model for each FQ(u, v) [PM93]. In practice, the arithmetic coding mode is not used
very widely, because arithmetic coding is a patented technique, and the legal issues
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involved have led implementors to choose the other mode, the Huffman coding mode,
which gives marginally higher rates.
The DCT coefficients are largely uncorrelated, as the DCT performs similarly as the
KLT, on certain Markov processes which are fair approximations of image pixel
blocks [RY90]. As mentioned before, Huffman coding may perform badly when
symbol probabilities are not negative powers of two. JPEG solves this problem by
grouping together runs of zeros into composite symbols, prior to Huffman coding.
This is done by listing the quantized coefficients in each block in a fixed "zig-zag"
order, and then rewriting this zig-zag sequence as a sequence of composite symbols of
the form (run-length, next-value). Here run-length is the number of consecutive zeros
encountered before the next non-zero value, next-value. The zig-zag ordering lists
low-frequency coefficients before high-frequency coefficients, thus making long runs
of zero more likely. The composite symbols are then coded using Huffman coding.
This is a slightly simplified description of JPEG symbol encoding, the exact details
can be found in [PM93].
The compression steps for JPEG are summarized in Fig2.9-2. For decompression,
these steps are simply reversed. The entropy-coded stream is decoded to exactly
recover the sequence of quantized coefficient blocks. Each quantized block FQ is
dequantized to get the decompressed approximation F' of the original coefficient
block as:
F'(u, v) = FQ (u, v) • Qtu, v)
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Finally, IDCT is applied to each F'to get the decompressed image blocks f' =
IDCT(F). The rate-quality tradeoff in JPEG compression is determined by the
quantization table Q. Smaller entries lead to higher quality but poorer compression.
Some techniques addressing the previously open problem of quality-control in JPEG
(that is, choosing the tuning parameter Q to optimize rate-quality tradeoff while
achieving any rate/quality target) have been developed [RAT98, WG93, FP95].
2.10 Image compression with wavelets
Image compression using wavelet transforms has received considerable attention, and
is likely to become standardized in the near future (the "JPEG-2000" standard is
expected to be primarily wavelet based). A wavelet ("little wave") is, roughly
speaking, an oscillating function modulated by a decaying envelope. A discrete
wavelet transform (DWT) uses scalings and translations of a "mother" wavelet as its
set of basis functions. Fine details are captured by coefficients of smaller-scale basis
functions, while global trends are captured by coefficients of the larger-scale ones.
Several mother wavelets, and corresponding DWT's are discussed in [ABMD92].
From an image compression perspective, it IS convenient to view the DWT
coefficients as a hierarchical subband representation of the image. The underlying
mother wavelet defines two filters, H() (a low-pass filter) and GO (a high-pass filter).
The DWT can be implemented on an image plane as follows. To begin the
decomposition, H() and G() are applied to each row, and the results are
downsampled by 2. (The filters must satisfy certain conditions to ensure that this step
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is lossless; the reader is referred to [ABMD92] for details.) Next, the same process is
applied to the columns. This decomposes the image into four subbands, as shown in
Fig2.10-1 and Fig2.10-3. The subband LLI contains coarse information along both
column and row directions of the original image. LHI contains the coarse elements
along the row direction but fine elements along the column direction; HLI contains
column-direction coarse information and row-direction fine information; HHI only
contain fine elements information in both directions. The coefficients in the subbands
LHI , HL1, and HHI are largely uncorrelated, and are not processed further. The DWT
coefficients at the next coarser scale are obtained by applying the HO and GO filters
to the LLI subband, dividing it into four more subbands. This step is illustrated in
Figure2.10-2. This process is an example of multiresolution analysis, as, at each
resolution, the subbands other than LLkcapture the details at that resolution, while the
LLk subband represents the image at the next coarser resolution. Similarily, the
inverse DWT which is from subbands LL1, LH1, HLI and HH1, to original image, is
described in Fig2.1 0-4, in which H'O and G'(} are a pair of synthesis filters.
In practice, image dimensions are increased by padding with rows and columns, until
both height and width are multiples of 2m and the multiresolution analysis is applied
for k stages, with k typically chosen as 5 or 6.
Note that the DWT can be easily implemented, as filters HO and GO with fairly
small "tap" sizes (i.e., the number of inputs used to compute an output) perform very
well on images. The variations of DWT commonly used in image compression can be
expressed as transformation matrices that are unitary or "almost unitary" [Sha93,
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SP96a]. Thus, the DWT can be assumed to preserve L2 norms (mean-square
intensities), for all practical purposes, e.g. quality control in wavelet coefficients
domain.
In early wavelet-based techniques, the relevance ordering used for quantization was
simply, "each coarser subband has more energy and is more important visually, for
common images" (in [ABMD92], for example). DeVore et al observed that if
quantization is done by simply discarding a subset of the coefficients, then the MSE
will be lowest by retaining the coefficients with the largest absolute magnitude
[DJL92]. Moreover, they showed that when uniform scalar quantization is used on
each level of coefficients, the quantizer step size should be increased by a factor of
two as one goes from a level to the next finer level, when MSE is used as the error
criterion.
Shapiro observed and utilized an important structure inherent in the wavelet
coefficients [Sha93]. Shapiro's results constituted an important breakthrough, and led
to the development of compression techniques whose performance greatly surpassed
all other previous techniques. Shapiro's idea is based on an empirical observation, that
if a coefficient at some coarse scale is small in absolute magnitude, then it is likely to
be small in absolute magnitude at the next finer scale too. We can organize the
coefficients in a tree structure, with groups of four coefficients corresponding to a
particular spatial location and subband being the children of the coefficient for the
same spatial location and subband at the next coarser scale. At the coarsest level, each
LL coefficient is the parent of three coefficients (one each in the LH, HL, and HH
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subbands). The tree structure is illustrated for an 8 x 8 image, in Fig2.10-5. In terms
of the tree structure, Shapiro's observation is that if a coefficient c is absolutely less
than some threshold T, then all its descendants are also likely to be absolutely less
than T . If quantization is done simply by comparing with a threshold, then the
encoder can utilize this zerotree structure by using a special symbol to indicate that a
particular coefficient is zero along with all its descendants. The descendants do not
have to be encoded separately, in such cases. An image is compressed by using a
succession of thresholds, and encoding the zerotrees resulting from the thresholds
using Huffman or arithmetic coding. The performance of the resulting coding
technique (called the EZW technique) was comparable or superior to other image
compression techniques, and had the nice property that the compressed image at a
particular rate was simply a prefix of the compressed image at any higher rate. Codes
with this property are called embedded codes, and are very useful for progressive
transmission of images.
Said and Pearlman extended Shapiro's technique by simplifying the zeroing thresholds
(they used powers of two, which correspond to a bit-planes ordering), but using a
more sophisticated technique for encoding the zerotree structure, called SPIHT (Set
Partitioning In Hierarchical Trees) [SP96a]. The SPIHT encoder has nearly the best
rate-PSNR performance among all current image compression techniques.
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2.10.1 Quantization and tuning parameters in SPIHT
SPIHT is also an embedded coding technique: the compressed image at any rate is
simply a prefix of the compressed image at any higher rate. The quantization is
implicit: the level of reconstruction of a coefficient depends upon the bit-planes
encoded up to a given rate. The tuning parameter is, trivially, just a rate or quality
target. In case of a rate target, the encoder simply continues its encoding process until
the desired rate has been met. For distortion-based quality metrics too, the encoder
knows when to stop, by keeping track of the current distortion and adjusting it
incrementally. SPIHT was designed to minimize distortion, or MSE. Even with fairly
complicated quality metrics, the SPIHT encoder can meet a target by periodically
stopping to evaluate the quality. The reason that SPIHT and EZW perform so well,
even with such simple quantization strategies, is that the wavelet transform, together
with the zerotree structure, does an excellent job of redundancy removal and relevance
ordering. In fact, the performance of the SPIHT algorithm is only marginally lowered
even ifno entropy coding is used [SP96a].
2.11 Vector quantization
In vector quantization (VQ), vectors of signal values are quantized together. When
applied directly to image pixel intensities, image blocks are the vectors to be
quantized. Let the block size (= block-width x block-height) be denoted by n (for
multi-spectral images, VQ can be applied to each plane, or composite vectors can be
formed using some or all spectral planes). If the pixel values are integers in the range
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o to M , then the total number of possible vectors is (M + l )", The idea in VQ is to
use a small set of representative vectors, and code each input vector as its closest
approximation in this small set. The set of representative vectors is called a codebook,
and the number of these representative vectors is N. The optimal codebook, for a
given image, N and n, is one which minimizes the distortion resulting from
approximating each image block by its closest codebook entry.
An important result from rate-distortion theory is that as n -4 00, the quantizer output
entropy approaches log2N, and the distortion (using optimal codebooks) approaches
the theoretical rate-distortion bound for that entropy [GG92]. Thus, in theory, with
sufficiently large block size, VQ becomes so efficient that entropy-coding is obviated.
In practice, implementation complexity becomes prohibitively high very soon as the
block size is increased.
If image-specific codebooks are used, then the code book needs to be transmitted along
with the compressed image. The codebook size is roughly Nnlog2M bits, and for large
n, this overhead is substantial. A common strategy is to use a shared code book for
large classes of similar images.
Designing good codebooks is an important issue in VQ. The most commonly used
approach is the Linde-Buzo-Gray (LBG) algorithm [LBG80], which is similar to the
Lloyd-Max algorithm for scalar quantizer design. The LBG algorithm uses a training
set of images to optimize the codebook. Initially, some starting codebook is used, and
the training set vectors are clustered according to their closest code book entries. The
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next, better codebook is constructed by replacing each code book entry by the centroid
of its cluster. This process is repeated until the distortion drop falls below some
threshold. The LBG algorithm can get trapped in local optima, and it is important to
use a good starting codebook with spread-out entries.
In practice, for block sizes that are amenable to efficient implementation, the rate-
quality performance of VQ is considerably lower than that of JPEG or wavelet-based
techniques. The primary advantage of practical VQ techniques is that decoding is
extremely fast, as it just involves table look-ups.
Encoding an image using a given codebook is also expensive, as all the entries need to
be examined in order to find the best match for each image block. By imposing more
structure on the codebook, the encoding time can be improved. For example, tree-
structured VQ (TSVQ) techniques use a codebook where the search for the best match
can be done by following a decision path along a tree with N leaves. Hierarchical VQ
techniques make the encoding even faster by reducing it too to a sequence of table
look-ups [CVC95]. Imposing structure on the codebook improves encoding time, but
the restrictions imply poorer rate-quality tradeoffs.
2.12 Fractal-based image compression
The term fractal was first used by Benoit Mandelbrot to designate objects that are
self-similar at different scales. Such objects have details at every scale. Michael
Bamsley [Bar93] and his co-workers at the Georgia Institute of Technology were the
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first to recognise the potential interest of fractal methods for image compression. They
developed the theory of Iterated Function System (IFS), which looks like a special
copy machine that can take its output as the next input. The functions of such a copy
machine include: rotating, zooming and translating. Starting from a very simple
image, or fractal, we can get a very complicated output after using the copy machine
many times. Every pass through the machine is called one transform. Ifwe can extract
the fractal and relevant transforms from an image, this should be a very efficient
compression. So, Barnsley claimed that fantastic compression ratio, up to 10,000 to 1,
can be achieved while quality is kept. Unfortunately, such excellent performance
could be obtained only on specially constructed images, and only with considerable
help from a person guiding the compression process.
The real breakthrough was made by Arnaud Jacquin [Jac90]. He developed the theory
of Partitioned Iterated Function System (PIFS) , which seeks local self-similarity and
thus makes it practical. So far all implementations of fractal image compression are
based on PIFS, even that of Barnsley himself. The basic idea of this algorithm is
described in the following paragraphs.
Firstly, the image to be compressed will be partitioned into many non-overlapping
square ranges, denoted by Ri. Then a domain pool D, which contains a set of domains
Dj" is selected from this image. This can be chosen to be all subsquares in the image,
or some subset of this rather large collection. Jacquin selected squares centred on a
lattice with a spacing of one-half of the domain size. It is convenient to select domains
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with twice the range size and then to subsample or average groups of 2x2 pixels to get
a reduced domain with the same number of pixels as the range. Then for each Ri, seek
the domain Dk that has the minimum RMSE when mapped to Ri- In this algorithm,
the mapping scheme is the computation of the correlation coefficients between Ri and
subsampled D; at eight different orientations. Then we determine the transform
between R; andDk. Such transform can be expressed as:
[;} [~~H;H~](Eq.2.12-1)
where [x', y', z '] is one pixel in Ri (x ',y' are the pixel location in image and z ' is its
pixel value), [x,y,z] is one pixel of Dk. For the transform between range and domain,
a,b,c,d,e,f,s,o are solutions in the statistic sense, e.g. the least-square solution. For one
range, only transmit the location and size of the relevant domain and transform
parameters: a,b,c,d,e,f,s,o. In practice, some tricks can be adopted to save bits for
storing this information.
When decoding, start from any initial image, and repeatedly apply the above
transform until you approximate the fixed point. This means that for each transform,
we find the domain from the current image, shrink it to the size of its range, apply the
transform parameters to it and then get the reconstructed range. This process will be
iterated for several times. Typically, 10 iterations are sufficient. According to the
Contractive Mapping Theorem [Fis95], if we can be assured that the s parameter is
less than 1, such decoding will converge to the fixed point, that is, the image we want.
However, in practice, s < 1 is just the safest condition. Experiments show that taking
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s<l.2 is still safe and results in slightly better encoding performance [Fis95]. One
example of Fractal decoding is shown in Fig2.12-1.
The characteristic of Fractal compression can be summarised as:
1. Somewhat similar to Vector quantization, but does not need a prepared codebook.
This will lead to two advantages: firstly the complicated and time consuming
codebook training can be omitted; secondly savings in space for storing such
codebook.
2. Coding is much more complicated than decoding. This leads to encoder/decoder
asymmetry with respect to time consumed.
3. When decoding, reconstruction quality is from coase to fine as the number of
iterations goes on.
4. It is difficult to achieve high reconstruction quality even when Cli is very low.
This is due to the inaccuracy of using self-similarity to describe the image model.
This makes it unsuitable for fractal compression based on PIFS to act as detail-
keeping compression algorithm individually.
2.13 A comparison of various image compression techniques
We compared the different compression techniques discussed above. The test data we
used included six images from SSTL microsatellite's CCD camera sensing in the red
band. We show these images, labeled as TI through T6, in Fig2.13-1.
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Rate-quality tradeoff
We show some of the compression result in Table2.1, where eR refers to
compression ratio. Since for VQ, Fractal compression and ABTC, the adjustment
of compression ratio is not easy due to their compression properties, we only carry
out the complete rate-quality comparison for the JPEG and Wavelet method. We
show the result of Tl in Fig2.13-1 in Fig2.13-2. We can see clearly that the
wavelet-based techniques perform the best. At moderate to high bit rates
(corresponding to low compression ratio), there is not much difference between
JPEG and wavelet-based techniques, but at low rates (high compression ratio), the
RMSE together with subjective quality is significantly better with wavelets.
Quality with VQ, Fractal and ABTC is substantially lower than for both JPEG and
wavelets techniques.
Complexity.
Fast software as well as hardware implementations are available or possible for
OCT and OWT - both forward and inverse. In the case of the OWT, sophisticated
implementations that do not require image-sized memory buffers are also possible
[ZASB95]. Entropy coding can be simplified for implementation with a slight
degradation in rate. The decoding complexity is lowest for VQ. Encoding
complexity is lowest for ABTC.
Error tolerance.
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If the compressed image is to be transmitted over a noisy channel, susceptibility to
channel errors is an important issue. In block based compression techniques such
as ABTC, lPEG and VQ, the effect of a single bit error will typically be restricted
to a single block. For wavelet-based techniques, a single bit error can manifest
itself over the entire image.
Decoding at multiple resolutions.
The wavelet transform naturally decomposes an image into various resolutions.
Because of the sophisticated organization techniques, extracting the coefficients
only up to a target resolution is complicated. However, the situation is not too bad,
as the zero tree structure gives information about finer resolutions in the coarser
resolution part of the compressed data. This means that when extracting the image
up to a particular resolution, some "unnecessary" information about higher
resolutions will also be extracted. The only complication is that arising from
separation of bit-planes (or threshold significance, for EZW), which can be
alleviated by building a small index. In case of lPEG, the DC coefficients of the
blocks give a low-resolution image (downsampling by 8 in both directions). For
extracting just this low-resolution image, the compressed data needs to be parsed,
but the inverse DCT need not be applied, as the DC coefficient is the mean of the
8 x 8 block (scaled by a constant). With progressive lPEG, the DC coefficients are
always constrained to be in a single scan all by themselves, and their extraction is
cheaper. If other resolutions are also needed, then they must be separately created
and compressed, for lPEG. The JPEG syntax does allow this multiresolution
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representation, in the so-called hierarchical mode. With VQ, multiple resolutions
need multiple codebooks, which can be incremental.
Compatibility
Currently, JPEG is the only image compression standard. A JPEG based file
format, called FlashPix, is evolving as an internet standard (information about
FlashPix can be found at the Kodak web-site, www.kodak.com). A wavelet- based
JPEG standard is expected around the year 2000. Applications that choose non-
standard compression methods are likely to have limited compatibility across
platforms and users.
Sensitivity to image type.
The DCT and DWT work fairly well across all kinds of images. For VQ, if the
image is significantly different from those in the training set used for code book
generation, quality may be poor.
2.14 An overview on multi-spectral image compression
In previous sections, all compression methods are directly targeted for single band
images. However, in real applications, multispectral images play more important roles
than monochromatic or single band images. The requirement for on-board
compression for multi-band data is indeed much more urgent. Like single-band
images, multi-spectral images also contain a high degree of spatial correlation in each
band, and so similar decorrelation techniques such as prediction, linear transformation
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and vector quantization, can be applied to exploit this correlation. However, multi-
band images also contain correlation along the spectral axis. Thus in order to
compress these images more efficiently, both spatial and spectral correlation should
be taken into consideration. Recent work in this area can be categorized into three
groups:
I. Three-dimension transform-based techniques[STR95, Rea94, BB93, FW96]. The
basic idea is to use a I-D linear reversible transform to process the image along
the spectral axis and a 2-D transform along the spatial axes. These transforms
include: the Hotelling Transform (KLT), Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT),
Discrete Wavelet Transform CDWT) and so on. Quantization and loss less coding
is then applied to the resulting coefficients. Most of these methods are based on
the work of single-band transform coding. These algorithms occupy most of the
literature in the field of multi-spectral image compression.
2. Three-dimensional prediction-based methods [BC93, RB94]. These techniques
use prediction to exploit both spectral and spatial correlation. The residual are
further coded to balance the compression ratio and reconstruction fidelity. One
feature of these kinds of methods is their simplicity but worse performance,
especially when compared to 3-D transform coding.
3. Hybrid compression methods. Some of these combine prediction along the
spectral axis with DCT applied to the spatial domain [RB96]. Some use VQ to
encode a small subset of image bands and the remaining bands are predicted from
previously quantized images and residual coding is followed[GT92].
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Actually, the substantial difference between multi-spectral image compression and
typical image compression lies in the fact that the former employs additional spectral
decorrelation. So here we mainly discuss different techniques for spectral
decomposition. We use two kinds of linear transforms, OCT and KLT, to test their
capacities to exploit spectral correlation. The data set we use is a multi-band image
taken from an aircraft. It is composed of six bands, each containing 403 by 180 8-bit
pixels. The coverage of the spectral bands is from visible to near-infrared. These six
original bands are shown in Fig2.I4-1.
In order to exploit the spectral correlation, it is assumed that all bands have been inter-
band registered, that is, one collection of pixels along the spectral axis of the multi-
spectral stack is the reflection from the same object point. Such a collection, denoted
as Xi, can be treated as a vector. (In this example, there are totally 403 by 180 vectors
each containing six elements). So in multi-spectral image processing, we shall use
such a vector associated with each pixel. For the test using OCT, we applied six-point
OCT to every vector and arranged the result in six image planes (Fig2.14-2). The
pixels in each plane have been stretched into the range of 0 to 255 for the purpose of
display. For the KIT. some statistical parameters, namely the mean vector and the
covariance matrix, are needed. These are defined as follows:
1 ,vI I IC\' =- X.X -M"M\,, N I I ,',
;=1
(Eq.2.14-2)
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Where Mx and Xi are all in the form of column vector. In this test, we treat the whole
image as one region. So vector Xi scans from the whole set of pixels and thus N
equals to 403 by 180. In general, for real applications, the image will be partitioned
into several spatial regions, and every region will produce one M,,, and one eX
separately using the above expressions. Because ex is real and symmetric, it is
possible to calculate for it a set of n orthonormal eigen-vectors and relevant eigen-
values. Here n is six. Let A be a matrix whose rows are formed from the eigenvectors
of eX, ordered so that the first row of A is the eigenvector corresponding to the
smallest eigenvalue, and the last row is the eigenvector corresponding to the largest
eigenvalue. Then the following transform can be applied to vector Xi
Yi=A (Xi-MX) (Eq.2.14-3)
This is called the Hotelling transform or K-L transform. The output vectors Yi are
placed adjacent to one another, in the same order as the input vectors Xi, to form the
stack of the specially decorrelated eigen planes (Fig2.l4-3). As with the results of the
DCT, every eigen-plane is stretched to 0~255 for displaying purposes. Because of the
arrangement of the eigen-vectors in the transform matrix A, ordered in the ascending
order of the corresponding eigen-values, the energy of the whole image is mainly
concentrated in last few eigen planes. Some of the least significant eigen-planes can
even be thrown away without serious loss in the quality of the reconstructed image. If
we compare the results of the DCT and KLT, we can see that the latter outperformed
the former because the KLT can concentrate more spectral energy in fewer output
planes. If an output plane has low contrast (which is a measurement of the energy it
contains), better spatial decorrelation can be achieved and thus fewer bits are needed
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for coding. However, the K-L transform has the following disadvantages compared to
other spectral decorrelation methods.
1. Higher computational complexity. There is no fast algorithm for implementing the
KLT. On the other hand, computation of the statistical parameters: mean and
covariance, is also computationally expensive especially for a large image. Some
methods for fast calculation these parameters have been reported [STR93].
2. The transformation base is not fixed for different images or regions. The adaptive
nature of the transform base leads to an improvement of performance but, on the
other hand, increases the overhead of transmission especially when more regions
are contained in the image. Some estimation algorithms to reduce these overheads
have been put forward[Kli97] and better results are reported.
3. KLT is the optimal transform only when the underlying distribution of the data is
a zero-mean stationary Gaussian random process [RK82], while the natural images
are inherently non-stationary. For this reason, the optimal performance of KLT is
limited[HC76]. Segmentation of the image into different regions before KLT is
applied could be necessary, as then, generally, we can treat the multispectral
vectors in each homogenous region [CC97] (e.g. agriculture field, desert, sea and
so on) to be approximately stationary and Gaussian distributed. So, extracting the
corresponding transform base from each region and applying that to each region
can theoretically improve the decorrelation performance.
Compared with typical image compression, multi-spectral image coding is more
recent and more complicated. Generally, no public compression libraries or routines
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are available, and the algorithms described in the literature are inadequately described
to be really implemented. Different researchers use different data sets, of different
resolutions, band definitions and object context. All of these make the comparation of
the different algorithms difficult. The best quantitative results [MR93] reported claim
a 20: 1 compression ratio when ''perceptually lossless" reconstruction is achieved for
typical multi-band images, e.g. LANDSAT TM data.
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ABTC JPEG VQ Fractal Wavelet
Tl eR 2.75 4.50 3.25 5.08 4.99
RMSE 4.05 3.78 3.96 6.09 3.30
T2 eR 3.36 5.94 5.10 6.78 6.24
RMSE 3.52 3.55 3.90 5.23 3.11
T3 eR 4.09 10.75 7.25 14.76 12.47
RMSE 2.41 2.51 2.92 3.59 2.38
T4 eR 3.04 5.54 4.02 5.55 6.18
RMSE 3.72 3.06 3.73 5.10 2.88
T5 eR 3.18 5.81 4.07 5.99 5.94
RMSE 3.41 3.27 3.48 4.84 3.02
T6 eR 3.97 7.75 5.05 6.87 8.61
RMSE 2.95 2.67 2.91 4.10 2.58
Table 2.1 Results of different compression algorithms
applied to six panchromatic images
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Chapter 3. The Application Based Image Compression
(ABIC) Framework
3.1 Overview of satellite earth observation
As an operational system for collecting information about the Earth on a repetitive
basis, Earth observation from space matured in the 1970s when instruments were
flown on Skylab, the Space Shuttle and on Landsat [HR87] which was the first
satellite dedicated specifically to monitoring land and ocean surfaces and mapping
natural and cultural resources. In 1978, a radar imaging system was flown on Seasat
and, going into the 1980s, a variety of specialised sensors and missions - CZCS
(Coastal Zone Colour Scanner), HCMM (Heat Capacity Mapping Mission), and
AVHRR (Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer), among others, were placed
in orbit primarily as research or feasibility programs [KH96]. Later, the SPOT
program was developed by French, and the European Space Agency (ESA) began its
ERS-l & ERS-2 in 1990s [CB96]. Nowadays, satellite Earth observation technology
is in use world wide, and it is becoming very important in many research and
commercial areas.
With the development of satellite Earth observation related technologies, more and
more satellite images have been obtained which have increasingly better resolution.
However, most of these satellites are financially supported by governments and are
associated with extremely high budgets, which makes the images expensive for most
end users. But in recent years, a shift from government programmes for space
platforms mounting remote sensors, to programmes devised and funded by private
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industry has begun to take place. Small satellites are beginning to make a contribution
towards the provision of "affordable remote sensing images" for more and more
governmental and non-governmental users.
3.2 Small satellite Earth observation
Surrey Satellite Technology Ltd (SSTL) at the University of Surrey (UK) is famous
for its cost-effective satellite engineering techniques which provide "smaller, faster,
cheaper" multifunctional satellites [Swe96]. So far SSTL has designed, built,
launched and operated a series of fourteen 50kg microsatellites in low Earth orbit
which carry a wide range of satellite communications [AW93], space science [PS95] ,
Earth observation and in-orbit technology demonstration payloads [Unw95, SF95] -
for both civil and military applications. Each of these have been built and launched
for around US$3M. Details of these satellites are listed in Table3.1.
Launched in 1991, UoSAT-5 was the world's first microsatellite to demonstrate the
ability of small spacecraft to provide reliable, repeatable and affordable Earth imaging
opportunities. Since then, SSTL's Earth observation programme has developed
rapidly and successfully [FS95] - seven of SSTL's micro satellites have carried CCD
Earth imaging cameras which can provide ground spatial resolution of between 80m
and 3500m per pixel in visible to near infra-red bands. Despite their small size, these
microsatellites possess powerful on-board computing power using pairs of Inmos
Transputers, each containing up to 32 MBytes of error-protected SRAM, which can
be operated either individually, or in parallel to support on-board image processing.
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So far SSTL has obtained a library of nearly 9000 images gathered world-wide by its
microsatellites, which are proving useful for different applications both in the civil
and military field. Furthermore, with the successful launch and operation of the
experimental platform for next generation affordable Earth observation spacecraft: the
UoSAT-12 minisatellite, small satellites are beginning to provide images which are
competitive with traditional remote sensing satellites, e.g. LANDSAT and SPOT, at
very attractive cost. A list of all the SSTL Earth observation satellites still in
operation can be seen in Table3.2.
SSTL small satellites for Earth observation can provide the following scale formats
for different applications:
• Meteorological scale imagery. Most of the images in this category are captured by
the Wide Angle Cameras (WAC). Generally, The WAC field of view is
approximately 1500 km x 1050 km, at a ground resolution of 2 km per pixel. The
camera is sensitive to near-infra red radiation (810-890 nm) reflected from the
Earth's surface and atmosphere. The applications of this kind of imagery include
meteorological observations, storm warning, environmental monitoring, sea-ice
monitoring and scene identification [FS96].
• Medium resolution imagery. Most of the images in this category are captured by
the Narrow Angle Cameras (NAC) either in single band or in multiple bands. The
NAC images the central portion of the WAC field of view with a ten fold
magnification. A typical NAC provides coverage of 150 km x 100 km, at a
resolution of 200 metres per pixel, and is sensitive to the red part of the spectrum
(610-690 nm). The latest SSTL microsatellite, TMSAT, is equipped with a set of
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1024 x 1024 active pixels multispectral CCD cameras which can provide 80m
ground resolution in the green, red and near infra-red bands. The applications of
this kind of imagery include observing temporal variations, seasonal variations in
agriculture and snow cover, hydrology and agriculture, deforestation and oil slicks
detection [PS96].
• Medium to high resolution imagery. All the images in this category are based on
the imaging instruments implemented on the UoSAT-12 minisatellite. There is
one high resolution panchromatic camera providing 10m ground resolution and a
set of multispectral cameras (four bands from visible to near infra-red) providing
35m ground resolution. The acquisition of images in this range indeed extend
SSTL small satellite's applications to fine ground target identification, high
resolution map making, and even some military roles.
3.3 Disaster monitoring network using affordable small-satellite
Natural and man-made disasters incur enormous costs every year to the world,
especially in Far East and other third-world countries. Obviously effective and timely
monitoring from space is an urgent national requirement in order to be able to react
quickly to mitigate the effects of such disasters. Actually, satellites in Earth orbit
already provide routine monitoring for the Earth's resources, environment and
changing weather patterns. Such satellites are invaluable in assisting with the
prediction, monitoring and mitigation of natural disasters that regularly befall
mankind around the world. However, the small number of Earth observation and
meteorological satellites currently operational in low Earth orbit (LEO) provide only
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infrequent coverage of limited regions and so cannot provide fast and effective global
observation. It has been proposed to coordinate the Earth observation satellites of
different countries to make them complementary to each other for shortening the
revisit time and to achieve observation of the same region under different local solar
conditions. But since those satellites and the sensors are designed for different
purposes, their technical parameters, such as spacecraft altitude, spatial resolution and
spectral characteristics of the image sensors, are not ideally suited to disaster
prediction, monitoring and mitigation. Furthermore, it is also difficult to implement a
multi-satellite Earth Observation configuration using conventional remote sensing
spacecraft since such a system would be very large and extremely expensive,
generally with costs of more than $100M per satellite. This is partially because most
conventional satellites employ scanning sensor technologies, that necessitate a highly
stable platform and very complicated mechanical servo systems. No single country
can afford such a huge amount of money.
However, recent advances in microelectronics have generated a new variety of
modern, highly sophisticated, computationally powerful, rapid-response small
satellites (including microsatellites and minisatellites) that have reduced the cost of a
single satellite by more than an order of magnitude. These "faster, cheaper, better"
small spacecraft now make the implementation of such a disaster monitoring network
both affordable in terms of cost and in terms of practicable in technology. Modern
microsatellites and minisatellites are designed and built with a different philosophy to
that used for conventional satellites and thus offer:
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1) Low cost of space and ground segment
2) Rapid response
3) High performance on-board digital signal processing
4) Tailored missions and sensors
5) High operational flexibility(re-programmable)
6) Low operation cost(high autonomy)
7) Direct access(low cost terminals and links with the Internet)
8) Long operational lifetime orbit (typically not less than 10 years)
A typical manufacture time for these satellites is from 9 to 12 months. The typical
cost of an optical Earth observation microsatellite is around $2.5M - thus, a network
of multiple small satellites for quick-response observation of the Earth's changing
environment, including disaster monitoring, is now feasible and affordable.
To illustrate this, a US private company: GER (Geophysical and Environmental
Research Corp.), is planning such a system called GEROS for global observation.
This system is composed of six commercial satellites which will be placed in a 650km
altitude sun-synchronous near-polar orbit. The image sensors on the spacecraft are: a
multispectral sensor with 10m resolution together with a panchromatic high resolution
sensor. The multispectral sensors could cover the world once every four days and the
network is specially designed for "precision farming" in developed countries, but also
could be used more widely. Generally speaking, such a satellite constellation could
not meet the requirement for disaster monitoring, and so it is necessary to bring
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forward other configurations for such specific purpose. In the following paragraphs
we will discuss the structure of such a system using several microsatellites proposed
by Surrey Satellite Technology Ltd. , UK .
Of all technical parameters of a remote sensing mission, spectral and spatial resolution,
and revisit frequency, may be the most important ones for users because they are
directly relevant to a specific application. Since our target is to design a satellite
constellation mainly for general disaster monitoring, we would put more emphasis on
parameters which are relevant to the observation of disaster. Table3.3 gives a summary
of such parameters for different type of disasters.
Since there are strict limits for micro satellites on mass, volume, power and relatively
poor ADSC (Attitude Determination and Control), we would first consider observation
in visible band and a small portion in the near-infrared band. From Table3.3 we see
that most disasters are observable in wavelengths between 0.4llm-0.9Ilm, covering the
visible and near infra-red bands. Considering the practical restrictions of low-cost
platforms we divide this spectral range into four bands:
• 0.45f.lm - O.521lm (blue)
• 0.521lm - 0.6f.lm (green)
• O.61lm - 0.691lm (red)
• O.791lm - O.91lm (near-infrared)
In the table we can also see that the required spatial resolution varies from 10m to
lOOOm.Obviously a higher resolution may well increase such a system's application
but it will eventually exceed the resources limits imposed by the use of such a low-cost
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space platform. After analysing the capabilities and practical limits of microsatellites,
we determine that the resolution should be between 50m and 100m. The final
resolution value should be decided by referring to the required swath-width overlap at
the Equator and will be discussed further.
For disaster monitoring, it is preferable to achieve a revisit time-interval of 12 hours or
less (Table3.3). In theory we can design orbits such that any region could be visited
twice a day, once in daytime and once 12 hours later, at night. Unfortunately, it is very
difficult to install available thermal infrared imagers or active microwave remote
sensors onto microsatellites because of a lot of the limitations of the platform and so,
currently, such a spacecraft constellation could not achieve imaging during the night.
On the other hand, if we want to revisit one region with the time interval within
daylight hours, for example, perhaps at 10:00 in the morning and again at 3:00 in the
afternoon, the satellites would need to be separated into two orbit planes (assuming the
orbit type is a Sun-synchronous orbit). Thus this will lead to the doubling of the
number of satellites required. Only very special applications can afford such a increase
in system costs. For cost effective operations it is best to select actual re-imaging
period at once per day although the satellite passes over the same region twice every
24 hours.
So such a remote sensmg constellation will deliver effective monitoring of the
following disasters:
• Earthquakes
• Plant diseases
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• Flood and drought
• Salt-alkaline
• Soil erosion and swamps
• Typhoon
• Environment pollution
Among these disasters the first three require a monitoring spatial resolution of under
100m and revisit interval of less than 24 hours, and thus only this constellation or a
similar system can provide effective observation. Compared with traditional remote
sensing missions, the most significant improvement is that revisit intervals would be
shortened using such proposed constellation, and the cost of whole system will be
similar to that of single traditional spacecraft.
Although the main purpose of implementing above system is to deliver fast and
effective monitoring for disasters, we can find out other applications also suitable for
it. Table3.4 gives a summary of observing parameters for different Earth resources.
And thus we can deduce that such system could also be used to survey following
resources:
• Coal, petroleum and other minerals
• Soil, sand and clay land use
• Forest, grass and crops
• Fisheries
• Ice and snow
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For LEO remote sensing missions, we generally choose circular, Sun-Synchronous
Orbits (SSO). Selecting a circular orbit is mainly based on the consideration that such
an orbit keeps the distance from the scene constant, ensuring that all captured imagery
has the same spatial resolution (within the tolerance of orbital and satellite attitude
perturbations). In principle, we can distribute a constellation of satellites into different
SSO orbit planes or single SSO orbit plane. The advantage of the former configuration
is such a system could visit regions at same latitude at different local sun-time.
However, in order to do this several launches are required, or the satellites must carry
sufficient propellant to carry out the necessary plane-change maneuver. Neither of
these is compatible with a low-cost micro satellite approach. Thus, we focus attention
on the single plane configuration.
We shall assume that the number of satellites in the constellation is N, and they are all
distributed into a single orbit plane at equal separation distance. Suppose the nodal
period, which is defined as the time between successive passages of the ascending
node of orbit, is Pnodal. Then due to the rotation of the Earth, the distance between the
interception points of two adjacent sub-satellite trajectories on a latitude circle is
PnodaIXO.25xL km, where 0.25 is the value in degree of longitude rotating every minute,
L is the distance of 10 longitude in km at that latitude. Ifwe consider the equator, L is
111.3 km . If we want these satellites to observe the equator region in between two
trajectories one by one without a gap, there should be the following relationship
between Pnodal and imaging swath width per satellite:
(Pnodal / minutes) x 0.25 x 111.3Swath Width ~ N km
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The current remote sensing imager used on SSTL's microsatellites is one area array
CCD camera. Assuming that the off-the-shelf CCDs are available of up to 2048 by
2048 pixels, and that, we can install a maximum of four such cameras side by side,
then assuming a ground resolution of 50 meters , each satellite can take image of a
region of 400km by 100km (actually the precise size is 409km by 102km) within a
single image. So above expression reduces to:
P"odal 5: N x 14.7minutes
This puts a practical limit on the minimum number of satellites required. For N=7,
P"odal 5: 101 minutes
which is reasonable for LEO remote sensing orbits.
Another consideration is whether the features of orbit can minimize the changing of
one or more orbit parameters, i.e. a frozen orbit. Actually, there are different types of
'frozen' orbits depending on the required application. A well-known example is the
Molniya orbit that 'freezes' the argument of perigee. For most remote sensing
missions, we generally require orbits to exactly retrace their path over the Earth's
surface, so that specific sites can be revisited every so often. In order to achieve this, K
nodal periods (nodal period is the time between successive passages of the ascending
node of orbit) should correspond to N sidereal days and thus:
1436.068x N
-----=K
Pnodal / minutes
where 1436.068 is the number of minutes in one sidereal day and K should be an
integer. When N=7, we can select K=IOO. And so Pnodal should be 100.52 minutes. The
orbital period of a satellite is given by:
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(Eq.3.3-1)
to a first approximation where a is orbit semi-major axis length. If we consider the
effect of the Earth's equatorial bulge, i.e. the J2, there is the following relationship
between Pnodal and P:
3 RE 1- Scos' (i)
P"odal = P x {I+ -4 x J2 x (_)2 X [(1- 3cos2 (i) + ( 2)2 ])a l-e
= 100.52 minutes (Eq.3.3-2)
Where RE is the radius of the Earth, a is semi-major axis length, i is the inclination of
the orbit and e is eccentricity of the orbit. Earth observation, in most cases, also
requires the orbit to be sun-synchronous. The principal attraction of this is that it
ensures that the orbital plane maintains a nearly constant angle with respect to the sun.
This is because the rate of precession of the orbital plane due to the oblateness of the
Earth is approximately equal to the angular speed at which the Earth revolves around
the Sun. The condition of sun synchronicity is important since it enables imagery of
the same region to be compared directly without having to compensate for the effects
of widely varying illumination. Sun-synchronous orbits need to be near-polar to
achieve the correct precession rate, thus, the satellites can also provide almost global
coverage. In order for sun-synchronicity to occur, the orbital altitude and inclination
need to be selected carefully, and therefore, the following must also hold:
3 ~ GM Ri cos(i) 7
_- X J2 X -- X -3 X 2)2 = 1.991x 10- radls2 a a (1- e (Eq.3.3-3)
Solve above equations Eq.3.3-1, Eq.3.3-2 and Eq.3.3-3, we will get:
a = 7156km, i = 98.5",P = 100.41min
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which corresponds to satellite altitude at 778krn. These results, however, are only a
rough estimation, since the rotation rate of the Earth is effectively reduced by the
precession of the line of nodes, also arising from the Earth's oblateness.
Another orbit parameter we must consider is right ascension of the ascending node
(RAAN). It is especially important for missions using passive remote sensors because
it relates directly to the angle between orbit plane and sun incidence direction. RAAN
determines the local solar time when the satellite crosses the equator. We can also
deduce the local sun-time at other regions in higher latitude from RAAN. From
Table3.3 and Table3.4, we can find that the most favourable time for observing is
between 9:00 am and 10:00am. Unfortunately, it is impossible to visit every latitude at
such a favourable time. Different users will require different RAANs because
generally the regions they pay a close attention to are located at different latitudes, so
such a parameter will depend on users.
The tracks on the Earth of such a constellation can be seen in Fig.3.3-1 and Fig.3.3-2.
Fig.3.3-1 shows the south-going passage (the descending arc segment) of the
trajectories, specially in the eastern part of the globe. The north going passage (the
ascending arc segment) will be at the back or the western part of the globe. After 7-8
rotations around the Earth, i.e. about 12 hours later, the situation reverses (as shown in
Fig.3.3-2), the ascending segments cover the eastern globe and the descending ones
cover the western part. If the constellation is launched such that the descending
segments are seen in the daytime, then the ascending ones will occur during the night.
Ifwe overlap Fig.3.3-1 and Fig.3.3-2, we can get Fig.3.3-3.
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For the sake of indication, we only plot part of the Earth tracks in above three figures,
however this shows that the satellites will revisit any region in the world twice a day.
3.4 Bottleneck of the small-satellite system for Earth observation
One of the key bottle-necks of the small-satellite imaging systems due to the huge
volume of image data generated on-board, and the relatively low downlink capacity. In
order to keep cost down, most small-satellites have the maximum downlink rate at
38.4kbps. On the other hand, because of the low altitude of the orbit, such a system
generally has average 30-60 minutes contact time every 24 hours with a single
groundstation. Of course, the more groundstations there are, the longer the contact time,
and the more images which can be downloaded. Another way to increase the contact
time is to build the groundstation at high latitude. However both of these will involve
extra costs and perhaps more importantly, the consideration of the political issues. So it
is necessary to adopt on-board image processing / compression to reduce the volume of
data which would need to be transmitted to the ground.
Taking the disaster monitoring network described in previous section as an example.
First of all, we need to estimate how much data will be generated from each satellite in
the system. Ifwe would like the system to image the whole of the Earth's surface once
per day, which is the most ideal for global disaster monitoring, the data from every
satellite will be 8.6x109 bytes every orbit (around 100 minutes). Assuming every
satellite has 200 minutes contact time with the ground each day (say 4 groundstations at
60° latitude), then the on-board image processing system has to compress the data with
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the ratio thousands to one so that all the images can be downloaded. The compression
techniques used for remote sensing must not cause errors that would prejudice the
analysis processes which depend on the data, especially for such a system as a disaster
monitoring and mitigation network. Therefore such a high compression ratio, for this
application, is obviously impossible for any practical image compression system.
Fortunately natural disasters are not so frequent and randomly distributed that every
region of the Earth needs to be observed from space every day. Actually, most natural
disasters will be detected from other sources, and then the satellite systems will
concentrate on imaging these regions to monitor the situation. Assuming the same
groundstation configuration, if every satellite takes 100 images every day in this
system, the required on-board compression ratio will be of the order of 30: 1. This
evaluation is based on 50 minutes per day contact time with single groundstation for
every satellite, with a total of 4 groundstations available.
For other applications using small-satellite Earth observation, the on board compression
requirement may not be so strict. However the more we can compress images on-board,
the more information we can get to the ground and therefore the lower the price of each
image.
3.5 Concept of application based image compression
In the previous chapter, several traditional compression algorithms used for general
purpose or remote sensing applications were described. The term traditional here does
not imply that the one uses only old techniques. On the contrary, some are very new
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such as fractal compression, wavelet-based compression and three-dimension
transform coding for multi-spectral applications. Here the term traditional refers to:
the application of these algorithms, that is: to achieve a better compression ratio while
keeping every pixel in the image as good as possible. Such schemes are applicable to
conventional satellite Earth observation missions, e.g. LANDSAT and SPOT. For
these big satellite missions, the specific application for the image data is unknown.
Therefore every pixel in the image should be kept as good as possible so that each
image may be used for different applications. However, the large downlink capacity
of these big satellites means that transmission data-rate is not a severe bottleneck. For
example, LANDSAT has special communication relay satellites and 15
groundstations to ensure that a huge amount of data can be transmitted to the ground.
However, for small satellites, the philosophy is entirely different. Generally before an
image is taken, we know exactly which application this is for. Therefore, we need
only keep useful information in the image. For a specific application, it may be the
case that only specific regions in the image are useful. On the other hand, a region
which conveys useful information in one application probably becomes "noise" in
another. For example, in applications involving ground military-target recognition or
agriculture mapping, cloud will represent such "noise" regions; on the other hand, in
some applications such as meteorology, the situation will be reversed. These un-
needed regions mentioned above can be treated as some sort of noise. Because they
are highly application based, we shall call it application noise. The advantage of
identifying application noise in an image is that it could make the data reduction ratio
much higher than that available using traditional whole image compression. In the
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disaster monitoring network proposal mentioned previously, the desired compression
ratio of 30: 1 is very high for traditional compression techniques as applied to remote
sensing images. However if we can identify the application noise in an image first and
just compress the regions of interest, we can have the regions with much better
reconstruction quality while keeping the same overall high compression ratio. Of
course, the amount we can benefit from this idea depends on the amount of
application noise and the characteristics of the image.
The flow chart of this application based compression framework is shown in Fig3.5-1.
According to this diagram, each image will undergo some pre-processing first. This
includes the removal of physical sensor noise, e.g. the white vertical bar in the
POSAT-I images shown in Fig2.l3-1 in previous chapter, and the multi-spectral
registration, which is necessary for later spectral-based application noise detection.
The purpose of this step is to remove as many artifacts, which are caused by platform
or payload characteristics, as possible before analysis and coding take place. The
complexity of the pre-processing will be mainly dependent on the sensor design and
platform features. In one mission or spacecraft, this kind of processing could be very
simple but in another, it may be much more complicated. In other words, the detailed
pre-processing routines will not be determined until the payload design is fixed.
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Mission Name Launcb Date Status Primary Payload Customer
UoSAT-l 1981 decayed 1989 technology demonstration UoS& research
operational
S&F communications UoSUoSAT-2 1984 & research
semi-functional
S&F communications Sate1LifeUoSAT-3 1990 (HealthNet)
UoSAT-4 1990 non-operational technology DRA,ESAdemonstration
UoSAT-5 1991 operational S&F communications, Earth UoS,DRAobservation & science
KITSAT-l 1992 semi-functional S&F communications, Earth Koreaobservation and science
semi-functional
LEO communication CNESS80fT 1992 research
PoSAT-l 1993 operational S&F communications, Earth Portugalobservation and science
operational
S&F communications SatelLifeHealthSat-2 1993 (Healthnet)
KITSAT-2 1993 operational S&F communications, Earth Koreaobservation and science
Cerise 1995 operational military MoD France(classified)
FASat-Alfa 1995 non-operational S&F communications, Earth Chileobservation and science
FASat-Bravo 1998 operational S&F communications, Earth Chileobservation and science
TMSat 1998 operational S&F communications, Earth Thailandobservation and science
Table3.1 Review ofSSTL microsatellites IIIspace
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Satellite Orbit Wide Angle Cameras Narrow Angle Cameras
spectral resolution area of spectral resolution area of
range image range image
UoSAT-S 800km 600-61Snm 2000m lS00km x - - -
IOSOkm
KITSAT-l 1300km 810-890nm 3S00m 2SS0km x 810-890nm 3S0m 220km
1800km x
160km
PoSAT-l 800km 810-890nm 2000m lS00km x 610-690nm 200m ISOkm
IOSOkm x
100km
FASAT- 800km 810-890nm 2000m lS00kmx 810-890nm 100m 7Skmx
Bravo IOSOkm SOkm
TMSAT 800km 810-890nm 2000m lS00km x S10-S90nm 80m 80kmx
lOSOkm 610-690nm 80km
810-890nm
Table3.2 Overview ofSSTL Earth Observation Satellites
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Fig.3.3-1 Constellation descending Segments
Fig.3.3-2 Constellation ascending segments
Fig.3.3-3 Overlap of ascending and descending segments
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textural coding
Region boundary
coding
Fig3.5-1 Diagram of the proposed Application-based Image Compression
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Chapter 4. Improved JPEG Coding In Conjunction With
Cloud Detection
In the previous chapter, we outlined the structure of the application based image
compression framework. The detailed techniques employed in this structure could
differ very significantly from one application to another. However one common
feature in this structure is that it is a combination of a feature identification method
and a general purpose image compression method.
As an example of such a structure, in this chapter, we propose an improved version of
JPEG coding for compressing remote sensing images obtained by single-band optical
sensors on-board micro-satellites. The reason why we select JPEG as the base of the
image compression method in the structure is that JPEG is a mature technique, and a
wide range of implementations including both software and hardware chips are
available. The proposed approach treats cloud in the image as application noise. This
assumption is valid and meaningful in most of the remote sensing applications
concerning only the information that exists on the Earth's surface. This proposal
involves expanding cloud features to include cloud/land transitions, thereby
improving the rate-distortion performance in subsequent compression.
4.1 Cloud region in small satellite images
The first thing we should consider is: how much JPEG compression benefit can we
achieve after we detect and delete the cloud regions in the image? So first we need to
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do some preliminary experiments to investigate the properties of cloud regions from a
block-based image compression (i.e. JPEG) point of view.
In these preliminary experiments, we divided an image containing clouds into non-
overlapping 8 by 8 blocks, and applied the nCT and look-up table based quantization
as the normal JPEG method. Then we calculated the distortion and approximate bit
rate in each block. As mentioned in Chapter 2, the distortion measure we use here is
the mean square error. Since nCT is a linear orthonormal transform, the distortion in
spatial domain is the same as the distortion in frequency domain. That is, for each
block, there exists:
63 63
L(X; - y;)2 = L(X; - y;)2 (EqA.l-1)
where Xi is the original pixel intensity, Yi is the reconstructed pixel intensity, Xi is the
nCT coefficients before quantization and Yi is the nCT coefficients after
quantization. Therefore, we can get the distortion in each block by calculating the
mean square error in the nCT domain.
Instead of measuring the exact bit rate in each block, we estimate it by the entropy of
the quantized values. Empirically determined, the following definition of entropy
reflects the bit rate as well:
M I
E= LL[-P(x)p(slx)log2 p(slx)] (EqA.1-2)
s=o x=o
where P(s Ix) is the conditional probability of s=S(k) given x=Xik), i.e.,
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63
L8(S - S(k)]. 8(X - X(k)]
p(slx) = ..::..1:=....:..1--
63
-------
L8(X - X(k)]
(Eq.4.1-3)
k=1
P(x) is the probability of x=X(k), i.e.,
63
L8(x - X(k)]
P(x) = ..::,.1:=....:..1 _
63
(Eq.4.1-4)
8(.) is the Dirac delta function; S(k) is the order of magnitude of the qunatized value,
i.e.,
{
t 21-1s IZ(k)1 s 21 and Z(k);t: 0
S(k) = ' for k=1, ... , 63;
0, Z(k)=O
(Eq.4.l-5)
X(k) determines whether the previous quantized value is zero or nonzero,
{
I, S(k-I)=O
X(k) = 0, S(k -I);t: 0 for k=2, ... , 63; X(I)=I;
M is the maximum order of magnitude of the quantized value in the block and Z(k) is
the quantized value. The key point in the empirical estimate of the entropy is that the
important role of zeros and runs of zeros is captured in the simple definition of X(k).
On the other hand, this estimation is independent of any specific entropy encoder.
The 1000 blocks which incur the largest reconstruction error are delineated in Fig.4.1-
1, and the 1000 blocks which require the largest bit rate are indicated in Fig.4.l-2. A
strong correlation between these two distributions of blocks can be observed. This
example demonstrates a general observation: most of the blocks in an image which
require the most bits for JPEG encoding, and which are least reliably reconstructed,
are blocks that contain rims of clouds where rapid transitions from the very bright
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cloud region to the dark Earth surface or the sea take place. Therefore it appears that
significant gains in coding can be obtained if these blocks are also deleted together
with pure clouds blocks. For this purpose, we need to use a special purpose cloud
detection algorithm where the outer rims of the clouds are efficiently identified.
4.2 Cloud detection: a brief overview
Cloud detection and classification has been an active topic of research in remote
sensing image processing for a long time. One of the earliest attempts at automating
such satellite image interpretation can be traced to the work of Katz [Kat65]. Current
approaches to this problem can be divided into two basic categories:
1) The decision to consider a pixel as part of a cloud is made exclusively based on
the value of the pixel in one or several channels. This approach does not take into
account the behavior of the neighboring pixels (e.g. texture information).
2) The decision to consider a pixel as part of a cloud depends on the context of the
pixel.
A typical method in the first category is the cloud mask algorithm CLAVR used for
NOAAINASA's AVHRR five channel imagery [MP93]. Other schemes in this
category include the work of Weiss et al [MST96]. Baraldi et al [BMP97] and Patt
and Woodward [HK98]. Some of these methods apply thresholds to pixel intensity or
to multispectral differences and ratios. Others use a clustering algorithm to classify
the pixels in a multi-channel space. In general, these methods are quite fast but they
can only be applied effectively to multispectral data sets. The micro-satellite images
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we are dealing with are often single band images. Further, these algorithms do not
guarantee the extraction of the outer cloud rim.
The second category of cloud detection methods, which take into consideration
textural information, has attracted increasing attention in recent years. One of the
earliest methods in this field was developed by Kittler and Pairman [KP85]. In their
approach, class boundaries were defined by the joint probability density function of
adjacent pixel pairs. This method was shown to be superior when compared with the
traditional Bayesian classifier. Other researchers used different texture features to
carry out cloud detection and classification. For example, Bachmann et al [BMD95a,
BMD95b] and Lee et al [LWW90] used Grey Level Difference Vectors (GLDV) as
input to a Neural Network to detect and classify cloud scenes. Visa et al [VVS91], Gu
and Duncan [GD88] and Welch et al [WKS89] used Grey Level Co-occurrence
Matrices (GLCM) and Sum And Difference Histograms (SADM) to select clouds.
Work using new texture features such as Gabor Transform Coefficients [TSMV96]
and other textural information [SKC91] has also appeared in recent literature. These
methods of the second category need fewer spectral bands than those in the first
category but their computational complexity is much higher.
Some methods which combine both categories of processing have also been
attempted and reported. These methods include the work of Baraldi et al [BMP97],
Bachmann [Bac97] and Mahmood et al [MST96]. It is difficult to make direct
comparisons of all of these studies as they often use data from different satellites,
detect different classes of clouds, and do it at different resolutions and spectral bands.
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In our application, where only single band images are available, we will mainly
consider the use of contextual information to develop our cloud detection algorithm.
However, it should be noted that such methods based on texture feature classification
need huge computational resources which currently prevent them from being
appropriate for on-board implementation. This may change as memory size and
processor power continue to increase on these satellites.
4.3 Region growing based cloud detection
In this section we shall present the application of an algorithm, that was proposed
recently for identifying the outer fuzzy rims of microcalcifications in mammograms
[HK98], in order to identify the cloud rims. The algorithm is used as an extension to a
conventional threshold-based cloud detection method [GW93] exactly because of its
capacity to identify the outer rim of a fuzzy bright region.
This cloud detection method, like other region growing techniques, starts with a point
that meets a detection criterion and uses it as a seed to grow a region in all directions.
A unique feature of this approach is that in each step, at most, one candidate pixel
fulfils the required criteria to join the region. This makes the direction of the growing
process more predictable. The procedure offers a framework within which any
suitable measurement can be applied to define a required characteristic of the
segmented region. Two measurements of the region being grown, the average
contrast and the peripheral contrast, are used as criteria to stop the growing process.
The two stopping criteria result in two boundaries and therefore two nested regions
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for each object that is segmented. They are referred to as the "average contrast
boundary" (ACB) and the "peripheral contrast boundary" (PCB). Each boundary
conveys a special characteristic of the object which can be used to generate relevant
features for object classification. Next, we present a brief overview of the region
growing method.
A boundary pixel is joined to the current region provided it has the highest grey level
among the neighbours of the region. This induces a directional growth such that the
pixels of high grey level are absorbed first. If the process starts from a local
maximum, pixels with monotonically lower and lower grey levels will sequentially
join the region. When several pixels with the same grey level jointly become the
candidates for inclusion, a first-come first-served strategy is used to select one of
them.
In order to define the two region measurements, average contrast and peripheral
contrast, the following terminology is introduced: The "Current boundary" (CB) is
the set of pixels adjacent to the current region; The "Internal boundary" (IB) is
defined as the boundary produced by the set of connected outermost pixels of the
current region. The two concepts are illustrated in Fig4.3-1. The current region and its
two boundaries, CB and IB, are dynamically changing during the growing process.
Using this terminology the average contrast is defined as the difference between the
average grey level of the region and the average of its CB pixels. The peripheral
contrast is defined as the difference between the gray level average of its IB and CB.
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The ACB and PCB are produced by segmenting the object where the average
contrast and the peripheral contrast measures are at their peaks.
The value of each measurement, as a function of the appended pixel index, expresses
the pixel by pixel variation of the measurement. The peripheral contrast represents an
estimate of the gradient across the boundary of the evolving region. The average
contrast represents the variation of the region's contrast during the growing process.
The sequence of values of each measurement exhibits multiple peaks which can be
used to segment out a distinct region which will meaningfully correspond to the
information conveyed by the internal part of the region and its local background. The
last local maximum of the peripheral contrast occurring before the maximum of the
average contrast measure is used to stop the growing process automatically. In other
words, the last pixel added to the growing regions is the one that makes the
peripheral contrast take a maximum value just before the maximum of the average
contrast. For more details see the work of Hojjatoleslami and Kittler [HK98].
4.4 Description of images used as the test data set
We use 21 real Earth observation images as our test data set which are taken by
micro-satellite PoSat-l built by Surrey Satellite Technology Limited (SSTL). The
corresponding thumbnail images are shown in Fig4.4-1 through Fig4.4-21. The
whole set can be divided into two categories. The first 13 images shown in Fig4.4-1
to Fig4.4-13 are taken by the satellite's Narrow Angle Camera (NAC), which covers
the spectral range of 610nm to 690nm (red band) at ground resolution of 200m per
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pixel. The remaining 8 images shown in Fig4.4-14 to Fig4.4-21 are taken by the
satellite's Wide Angle Camera (WAC), which covers the spectral range of 81Onm to
890nm (near infrared band) at ground resolution of 2krn per pixel. Each image has a
pixel grey-level dynamic range of 8-bits. For convenience of display and processing,
each image is cropped to a dimension of 512 by 512 pixels. The vertical bar in every
image is an artefact of the satellite's cameras and can be deleted by post-processing.
The skew objects at the upper-left and bottom-right comer of every wide angle image
are satellite antennae which are just in the field of view of WAC.
The region growing method described previously was applied to all the images shown
in Fig4.4. Because the algorithm is intended to operate on-board the satellite, the
automatic selection of seed points for the regions has to be considered. We use a
combination of edge detection and histogram thresholding [GW93] to slice out the
central cloud regions in images automatically. That is: we apply a sobel edge detector
[GW93] to the image and build up the image histogram just based on the pixels on
these detected edges. Because cloud regions in small satellite images are very bright,
we select the pixel value, which corresponds to the first valley from bright-pixel end
of the histogram, as the thresholding value and then slice out the pixels with intensity
higher than the thresholds in the image. If the area of the sliced out regions is larger
than 11100 of the whole image, these regions will be treated as the seed points for the
consequently region growing method, (otherwise the image will be treated as non-
clouds image or image containing very little clouds.), and then the region growing
procedure is employed to get the outer rims of the clouds. We present the results of
applying the segmentation algorithm to four of the test images in Fig4.4-22 to Fig4.4-
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25. From these results, we can see that the outer fuzzy rims ofthe bright cloud regions
can be detected effectively. The results for the other test images are similar.
4.5 Application to the JPEG coding of the images
The JPEG algorithm has been used to compress general continuous tone images for
several years. JPEG and its variants are still widely used in many applications
including on-board remote sensing coding [PSR96]. As mentioned in Chapter 2, the
whole process of the baseline JPEG algorithm can be divided into three parts: First,
the image is divided into 8 by 8 square blocks and the Discrete Cosine Transform
(OCT) is applied to each block: Secondly each block of OCT coefficients is
quantized with the help of a predefined quantization table. Finally, the quantized
coefficients are encoded in a lossless way and become the output bit stream. The
quantization table is used as follows: Each OCT coefficient is divided by the
corresponding entry of the table and the quotient is rounded to the nearest integer. In
this process, quantization of the DCT coefficients is the key for the trade-off between
compression ratio (CR) and reconstruction quality (measured by the Mean Square
Error (MSE». It is known that the International Telecommunication Union -
Telecommunication Sector (ITU-T) and International Standard Organisation (ISO)
recommended quantization tables, one of which is shown in Fig4.5-1, will not provide
optimal results in the sense of rate-distortion for different applications (actually this
quantization table is determined by psychovisual experiments). Most of the JPEG
routines include a factor Q to adjust the quantization step uniformly. However, such a
modification is mainly targeted for adjusting compression ratio rather than making
better quantization table in rate-distortion performance. Theoretically, different
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images would require different quantization tables to achieve optimal results, but the
adoption of multiple quantization tables and on-line selection would increase the
computational complexity and also the coding overheads. In our experiments, we
generated several quantization tables by a simple division and thresholding operation
on the one shown in Fig4.5-1, that is, divide each element in Fig4.5-1 by a constant D
and set all the resultant elements above T to T. This operation was inspired by the
feature of most small satellite images: high contrast, and therefore the compression
method should not discard too much high frequency information in the block neT
domain. Among all the tables generated by the above operation, the one shown in
Fig4.5-2 is the most suitable one for microsatellite images in terms of compression
ratio / reconstructed MSE. This table was produced by setting D to 2 and T to 17. In
the following, we shall refer to the table in Fig4.5-1 as the "old table" and to the table
in Fig4.5-2 as the "new table". We use all 21 test images to examine the performance
of the new quantization table. The results are shown in Table4.1. To quantify the
quality of compression, we use two quantitative figures of merit: the first is the
compression ratio (Ck) and the second is the mean square error (MSE) of the
reconstructed image. From Table4.1, it can be seen that for the same level of
reconstruction error, the compression ratio obtained with the new quantization table
shows an improvement of between 5% and 28%.
We also make the comparison between the "new table" and some image adaptive
quantization tables. There has been a lot of work on generating image adaptive
quantization table for block neT based coding methods [FP95, WG93, Rat98]. The
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basic idea of these methods is: Starting from an initial quantization table of very
coarse quantizers, the algorithm decreases the step sizes of the quantizer one at a time
until given bit rate is reached. At each iteration, the element of the quantization table
to be updated is chosen to be the one which gives the largest ratio of decrease in
distortion to increase in bit rate. We use the algorithm RD-OPT [Rat98] to extract the
'optimal' quantization table for every image in Fig4.4-1 through Fig4.4-21 and then
apply them to corresponding images. The results, which are also shown in Table4.1,
indicate image adaptive quantization tables can achieve slightly better performance
than fixed "new table", but the quantization table has to be transmitted together with
the image and on-line computation of these tables requires much higher computation
resources (the computation time for RD-OPT is approximately 5-6 times longer than
standard JPEG with a fixed "new table").
Ifwe take account of application noise - clouds in this case, the above results can be
improved further. After the clouds are detected, the image is divided into 8 by 8
blocks. We choose to treat as cloud blocks all blocks that contain at least 40 pixels
labelled as cloud pixels by the region growing algorithm. If we superimpose the
resultant blocked cloud shapes on the real shapes of the detected clouds for the four
test images in Fig4.4-22 to Fig4.4-25, we obtain the results shown in Fig4.5-3. All
cloud blocks are given a flat grey value which is equal to the mean grey value of the
whole image. Then we use the JPEG algorithm with the two quantization tables to
compress the partially smoothed image. The results are shown in Table4.2. The
reconstruction of the images of Fig4.4-22 to Fig4.4-25 using the new quantization
table are shown in Fig4.5-4.
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In Table4.2, we give the number of cloud blocks generated by the above smoothing
method (the total number of blocks in each image is 4096). We also list the
corresponding compression ratio and the reconstruction error for every image using
the two quantization tables. The calculation of MSE takes into account only the parts
of the image left after block-cloud labelling. The number under CR. + with block
smoothing, in the table, shows the improvement in the compression ratio achieved by
using the new quantization table and cloud smoothing.
The gains achieved are not merely due to the removal of the cloud blocks from an
image. For example, for the image in Fig4.4-8, after cloud detection a total of 144
cloud blocks out of 4096 data blocks are smoothed or deleted, which just corresponds
to 3.6% of the raw data reduction. However, such an operation resulted in a
compression ratio improvement of 20% with the old quantization table, or 47% with
the new table. This is because the identification of cloud blocks with the outer rim of
the cloud correctly identified, removes the sharp gradients which, if present in a
block, result in high values of high order DCT coefficients which require many extra
bits to be encoded.
A further gain in the compression ratio could be achieved if the blocks that have been
identified as cloud blocks are not encoded at all. Because the de component of the
cosine transform of a flat block is not zero and, since JPEG encodes the difference
between the de component of the current block and that of the previous block, if the
current block is a cloud block but the previous one is not, it is possible for the inter-
block de difference to become very significant and increase the output bit number.
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One solution is to delete the cloud blocks from the image, and record their positions
in another bit-map. For a 512 x 512 image and without any lossless compression, this
bit-map will require (512/8)x(512/8) bits, that is, 512 Bytes. We implemented this
idea and applied it to the 21 test images. We used the new quantization table and the
result is shown in the column labelled as eR with position bitmap of Table4.2. We
can see that the improvement is not significant. On the contrary, for images with the
fewest cloud blocks, the compression ratio became worse due to the overhead of
transmitting the blocks bitmap.
Another possible gain may be achieved if we consider the block grid pattern used for
JPEG to be a "floating grid". If the top left comer of the image coincides with the top
left comer of the top left 8 by 8 block, the outline of a cloud in terms of cloud blocks
may not coincide optimally with the outline of the cloud at pixel resolution. To check
that, we experimented by using all possible offsets for the origin of the block grid and
chose the offset that produced the best possible result for each image. In each case,
the incomplete blocks created at the edges of the image were ignored. These image
edges are not very useful anyway because low-cost microsatellites use off-the-shelf
cameras to take images, and the scene at the edge of an image has considerable radial
distortion. We used the new quantization table and labelled the cloud blocks with the
positions bit-map in this experiment. The last two columns of Table4.2 give the best
compression ratio obtained for each image, over all possible shiftings. In order to
have a fair performance estimation, when computing the compression ratio we
excluded the effect of deleting some image edge areas due to the shifting operation. A
systematic improvement in the compression ratio can be observed from these results.
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The optimal shift of the grid can be obtained easily in a fully automatic way by using
the morphology-based algorithm described in [GPK99].
4.6 Conclusions of the improved JPEG method
In this chapter, we presented a fully automatic algorithm for cloud detection to be
used in conjunction with image coding. We would like to stress that we are not
interested in the problem of cloud detection as such. We are only interested in
identifying significant cloud regions to save in coding. So, we are not concerned if
small clouds are missed. We are not concerned either if some snow regions are miss-
classified as clouds. From the image coding point of view any flat bright white region
can be treated the same way and it may be coded the same way. Its semantics may be
clarified later, on the ground, by comparison with maps or prior images of the same
region. The region growing algorithm itself does not rely on any threshold and it can
be used for on-board image editing before the image is encoded for transmission to
the Earth. The proposal's improvement in coding stems from the realization that a
large number of bits are used for coding the blocks that contain the transition regions
between bright clouds, if present in the image, and the dark background. Therefore,
this algorithm, in conjunction with a new quantization table for the coding of the DCT
coefficients in JPEG, may produce significant improvements in the compression ratio
achieved, depending on the cloud content of the image. For the 21 single-band images
we experimented with, the compression ratio over conventional JPEG showed an
improvement of up to 161% while their reconstruction error was kept at the same
level as that for conventional JPEG.
III
Fig4.1-1. Blocks incurring the largest distortion after reconstruction
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Fig4.1-2 Blocks occupying the largest number of bits.
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D Internal boundary, IB
II Current boundary, CB
rn Current region
Fig4.3-1: Definition oilB and CB
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Fig4.4 Test data set captured by SSTL microsatellite PoSat-1
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Fig4.4-22 Detected Clouds in Fig4.4-2
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Fig4.4-23 Detected Clouds in Fig4.4-3
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Fig4.4-24 Detected Clouds in Fig4.4-8
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Fig4.4-25 Detected Clouds in Fig4.4-13
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16 11 10 16 24 40 51 61 8 6 5 8 12 17 17 17
12 12 14 19 26 58 60 55 6 6 7 10 13 17 17 17
14 13 16 24 40 57 69 56 7 7 8 12 17 17 17 17
14 17 22 29 51 87 80 62 7 9 11 15 17 17 17 17
18 22 37 56 68 109 103 77 9 11 17 17 17 17 17 17
24 35 55 64 81 104 113 92 12 17 17 17 17 17 17 17
49 64 78 87 103 121 120 101 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 17
72 92 95 98 112 100 103 99 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 17
Fig4.5-1: One ofITU-T & ISO recommended tables (the old table) Fig4.5-2: The new table
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Fig4.5-3: Approximation of cloud boundaries using blocks
Fig4.5-4: Reconstructed images
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Old Table New Table C.R. RD-OPT
c.R. MSE c.R. MSE improvement C.R. MSE
Fig 4.4-1 4.02 4.19 4.54 4.20 13% 4.74 4.21
Fig 4.4-2 5.52 3.26 6.23 3.26 14% 6.51 3.25
Fig 4.4-3 5.36 3.41 6.78 3.42 26% 7.18 3.43
Fig 4.4-4 2.81 4.94 3.28 4.94 17% 3.47 4.96
Fig 4.4-5 7.62 2.78 9.79 2.77 28% 10.01 2.78
Fig 4.4-6 3.71 4.01 4.43 3.92 19% 4.62 3.91
Fig 4.4-7 4.58 3.92 5.52 3.92 20% 5.71 3.93
Fig 4.4-8 6.86 2.84 8.64 2.84 26% 8.98 2.85
Fig 4.4-9 3.6 4.24 4.25 4.15 18% 4.42 4.13
Fig 4.4-10 2.95 4.96 3.47 4.97 17% 3.71 4.98
Fig 4.4-11 4.62 3.81 5.49 3.74 18% 5.71 3.73
Fig 4.4-12 3.85 4.02 4.37 4.03 14% 4.58 4.03
Fig 4.4-13 3.95 3.76 4.5 3.78 14% 4.59 3.77
Fig 4.4-14 4.24 3.63 4.76 3.65 12% 4.81 3.66
Fig 4.4-15 5.8 3.02 6.08 3.01 5% 6.13 3.01
Fig 4.4-16 4.29 3.67 4.59 3.66 7% 4.67 3.66
Fig 4.4-17 4.18 3.76 4.61 3.73 10% 4.71 3.75
Fig 4.4-18 3.81 3.99 4.25 3.92 12% 4.35 3.91
Fig 4.4-19 3.6 4.22 4.13 4.17 15% 4.24 4.17
Fig 4.4-20 3.84 3.96 4.32 3.98 12% 4.42 3.98
Fig 4.4-21 4.15 3.78 4.68 3.7 13% 4.79 3.71
Table4.1: Comparison of the result obtained by using two
quantization tables for JPEG compression
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No. of Old Table New Table CR with CRwith CR with block grid shift
cloud blocks CR MSE CR MSE block smoothing position bitmap CR MSE
Fig 4.4-1 156 4.32 4.12 4.89 4.17 21% 4.86 4.99 4.11
Fig 4.4-2 572 6.56 3.23 7.46 3.25 35% 7.48 7.65 3.22
Fig 4.4-3 692 7.39 3.38 9.35 3.35 74% 9.38 9.77 3.32
Fig 4.4-4 1641 5.07 4.87 5.87 4.94 109% 5.91 6.10 4.80
Fig 4.4-5 157 8.66 2.75 11.41 2.79 50% 11.24 12.06 2.73
Fig 4.4-6 1576 8.32 4.01 9.80 3.96 161% 10.12 10.78 3.82
Fig 4.4-7 208 5.12 3.83 6.26 3.87 36% 6.22 6.28 3.87
Fig 4.4-8 144 8.23 2.85 10.09 2.85 47% 9.96 10.42 2.78
Fig4.4-9 1209 5.51 4.16 6.62 4.18 83% 6.72 6.86 4.14
Fig 4.4-10 388 3.41 4.89 4.02 4.94 36% 4.02 4.04 4.94
Fig 4.4-11 291 5.56 3.78 6.75 3.78 45% 6.72 6.86 3.75
Fig 4.4-12 547 4.92 4.02 5.48 4.00 42% 5.48 5.83 3.86
Fig 4.4-13 472 4.94 3.70 5.53 3.73 40% 5.53 5.61 3.73
Fig 4.4-14 1352 5.34 3.55 5.94 3.56 40% 6.05 6.19 3.55
Fig 4.4-15 66 6.01 2.98 6.58 3.02 13% 6.50 6.64 3.02
Fig 4.4-16 1385 5.76 3.64 6.18 3.59 44% 6.30 6.51 3.58
Fig 4.4-17 1250 4.89 3.74 5.37 3.70 28% 5.44 5.47 3.70
Fig 4.4-18 349 4.26 3.94 4.90 4.00 29% 4.89 4.95 3.99
Fig 4.4-19 325 4.03 4.16 4.64 4.16 29% 4.63 4.69 4.15
Fig 4.4-20 2026 5.63 3.81 6.43 3.83 66% 6.64 6.81 3.82
Fig 4.4-21 867 5.35 3.74 6.07 3.72 46% 6.12 6.24 3.71
Table4.2: Results of compression with cloud smoothing
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Chapter 5. Region-Based Image Coding With Multiple
Algorithms
In previous chapter, we proposed an improved JPEG method used in conjunction with
cloud detection. The key purpose of that method is to identify the application noise -
clouds and eliminate its drawback in subsequent image coding, especially in those
blocks containing high contrast cloud-ground boundaries. However, in the framework
of application-based image compression outlined in Chapter 3, this method is just a
specific example. Firstly, cloud regions are only one kind of application noise.
Secondly, the simple block smoothing method does not have universality - it is only
suitable in the case of clouds or mists as application noise because they not only
obstruct the ground information underneath but also contaminate some surrounding
pixels (which is why we can justly delete blocks with only partial cloud
"contamination").
In this chapter, we propose a new compression method operating within the structure
of the application based image compression framework. Considering the two
limitations of the method proposed in the previous chapter, the new method will
expand in two directions:
1) It should include more region identification algorithms which cover both single
band images and multi-spectral images. For multi-spectral images we can identify
classes which are both data-type classes and classes of semantics. For example,
one expects that textured regions and smooth regions are best compressed by
different algorithms. Classes like "textured" or "smooth" are data-type classes.
Classes of semantics are classes like "agricultural", "urban", etc. The classes of
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semantics are often associated with a specific data-type class. It is expected that
the data-type class will dictate the type of algorithm. However, the semantics class
will allow the preferential treatment of certain classes of interest over other
classes that constitute "application noise" (e.g. urban areas in an agricultural
application constitute "application noise" ). On the other hand, for single band
images the identification of classes of semantics is more difficult, so we restrict
ourselves there mainly to two classes: textured and non-textured, mapped onto
two gross classes of semantics: land and water. In addition, cloud regions are also
identified as described in the previous chapter.
2) More compression methods, which can handle application noise without loss of
generality, should be contained in the method. Fortunately, with the development
of MPEG-4 (Motion Pictures Expert Group), which is targeted to provide object
based coding for multi-media communication and distribution, considerable work
for encoding arbitrary shaped regions has been done. Essentially, deleting
application noise when compressing an image could be implemented by just
compressing particular regions in the image - i.e. arbitrary shaped region coding.
Here, we adopt a DCT based method which can encode particular regions, adapt
another one based on a two dimensional (2-D) DWT, and propose a simple but
efficient method based on a space-filling curve scan and one dimensional (1-0)
DWT.
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5.1 Region identification for multi-spectral images
As the technology develops, more and more small satellites are capable of carrying
multi-spectral cameras. Compared with single band images, the data from these multi-
spectral sensors contains more information which also means more opportunities for
computer based region identification. In this section, a typical multi-spectral feature
based region identification method is adopted. Although the purpose is to develop
efficient techniques for the images captured by micro-satellites, we shall demonstrate
our method using Landsat TM images, as the latest micro-satellite sensors are able to
capture multi-spectral images similar in resolution to the TM images.
For multi-spectral images we use the Maximum Likelihood Classification approach.
According to this method a pixel belongs to a class depending on its N spectral
components - no texture information is used. For simplicity one may assume that the
distribution of pixels of a specific class is N-dimensional normal. The decision rule
then is:
X EOJ; if g;(x) > gix) for all j « i
g;(x) = Inp{wJ - ~ Inl2:;I- ~(x - mJT 2:;'{x - mJ (Eq.5.l-1)
where X is the pixel vector, OJ; means spectral class i, and m; and L; are the mean
vector and covariance matrix of the data respectively in class OJ;. In most cases, we
assume that every class in an image has the same prior probability, p( OJ; ). The mean
vector and covariance matrix of each class are extracted from training sets with the aid
of a human operator. In this paper, we use four Landsat TM images as the training set.
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We show them in false color with bands 4,3,2 mapped to R, G, B planes respectively
in FigS.I-Ia through FigS.I-Id (for displaying purposes only, we stretch the intensity
in these bands to achieve high contrast). In total, nine spectral signatures are extracted
by a human operator via the ERDAS® Imagine package and the manual classification
maps are shown in FigS.l-2a through FigS.l-2d respectively. The resultant, manually
classified, regions include the classes: mountain, coast, water, artificial construction,
vegetation, downtown urban region, suburban urban region, soil and mixed-
agriculture fields. The corresponding spectral signatures are then applied to four test
images shown in FigS.l-3a through FigS.l-3d. In a real satellite imaging application
we can know where the scene is by the on-board GPS or other orbital/attitude sensors,
and therefore we have prior knowledge about the classes on the ground by considering
reference maps. This means that we just need to select the distributions of the spectral
signatures of the few possible cover classes for the classification, rather than use the
whole signature dictionary which could be huge. Because pixel-based Maximum
Likelihood Classification does not take into consideration contextual information,
some post-processing is necessary after the classification, to deal with isolated pixels
and small regions surrounded by other types of region. This also helps reduce the
budget for encoding the region boundaries, something that is necessary in shape-
adaptive coding. We assume that the user is only interested in a subset of classes in
the image, while other classes represent some sort of unwanted information. This is
because microsatellites are commissioned for specific applications and one knows a
priori which class of regions the user is interested in. We then convert the
classification map into a binary map with the regions of useful classes flagged as
white and the others as black. We apply a majority filter followed by binary
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morphological dilation to merge the tiny regions with their surroundings. We use an
11 x 11 window for the majority filter and a 7 x 7 structuring element for dilation. For
a specific application, these processes will be executed in such a way, and their
associated parameters, e.g. the size of the structuring element and the size of the
smallest allowed region, will be chosen in such away, that the commission error will
be much larger than the omission error for the regions of interest: i.e. the regions of
interest will definitely include all the pixels that belong to them as well as the pixels
of their outer boundary. The regions of interest are subsequently compressed and
transmitted to the ground, while those of no interest are ignored. We apply this
approach here to each class in each test image in turn, assuming that the particular
class each time is the class of interest. FigS.I-4 shows some results for different
regions of interest. FigS.I-4a shows the outline of the region classed as "downtown
urban" superimposed on the original image. FigS.I-4b shows the outline of the region
classed as "water" superimposed on the original image. FigS.I-4c shows the outline of
the region classed as "vegetation" superimposed on the original image, and finally
FigS.1-4d shows the outline of the region classed as "suburban urban" superimposed
on the original image.
5.2 Land-sea detection for single band or panchromatic images
Since land is generally more textured than sea, the method first employs a textured
region boundary detector to generate some unconnected boundary pixels. It is usually
assumed that humans identify the textured regions from the fact that there is rapid
variation of the intensity function in those regions. The mathematics with which this
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variation is expressed is through the calculation of the first derivative of the image
intensity, and in particular, through the process of edge detection. Thus, the definition
of a textured region becomes synonymous with a region with high density of "edgels".
A textured region then is no more than a cluster of edgels. The problem of isolating
the textured regions in an image then reduces to the problem of finding the boundary
set of a point cluster. For the detailed description of the textured region boundary
detector, see [PP97].
The output of the textured region boundary detector is a set of discrete boundary
pixels which could contain errors regarding a specific application. Therefore, some
post-processing is used to connect them and to delete false ones. The post-processing
is as follows:
1) Points connection. As an example, consider the image shown in FigS.2-la.
FigS.2-1 b is the output of the textured region boundary detector. In order to
connect these discrete points, we apply morphological dilation three times and
opening using a 3 x 3 structuring element. The result is shown in Fig5.2-lc.
2) Edge detection. A simple edge detector is then applied to FigS.2-lc and the
result is shown in FigS.2-ld.
3) Edge selection. Only the edges satisfying the following conditions are kept
while all others are deleted.
i) The edge contours should be closed.
ii) We trace the pixels in the image along every edge contour shown in Fig5.2-
Id and then covert the pixels into a l-d signal. The edge is kept only if this
l-d signal a) has length> TI; b) the average grey level of the contour points
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is < T2; C) the standard deviation of the distribution of the grey levels of the
contour points is < T3• In this paper, we set the above three thresholds to 70,
30 and 75 respectively.
The result of this step is shown in Fig5.2-1e.
4) Flag the pixels inside any remaining edge contour as shown in FigS .2-1f.
The pixels identified this way correspond to class "non-textured" associated here with
the semantics class "water". The post-processing approach was specifically designed
to identify the boundaries of the textured regions in a conservative way, assuming that
"land" is what the user is interested in: i.e. we prefer to commission water pixels to
the class "land" rather than the other way round. The results of applying this approach
to six images are shown in Fig5.2-2a through Fig5.2-2f. The detected boundaries are
shown by bold white lines. The same threshold values were used for all images. The
limitation of the algorithm can be seen in image Fig5.2-2d. There are a couple of
places where a very narrow isthmus was cut and part of the land was omitted from the
land region. The only way to avoid this from happening is to dilate the boundary
pixels with much larger structuring element (or equivalently to dilate it more than
three times by the 3 x 3 structuring element). This, however, would result in much
grosser representation of the coast line which may not be desirable.
5.3 neT based arbitrarily shaped region coding by Extension-
Interpolation (El)
The first shape-adaptive compression algorithm we use [YCKKL98] is based on
traditional JPEG coding. It breaks an image into 8x8 blocks. If a block just contains
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regions of interest, it is treated in the same way as by classical JPEG; if a block
contains both regions of interest and of no interest, the part of no interest will be
smoothed by interpolation and then the processed block will be encoded in the same
way as by classical JPEG; if a block just contains regions of no interest, it will be
ignored.
The key to this method is the interpolation method for those blocks containing
boundaries of the region of interest. The interpolation used by the authors of
[YCKKL98] is called extension-interpolation (El). Without loss of generality, we
describe the El method in one dimensional case. The basic idea is as follows.
Suppose the original segment of interest has the length ofM and the block length is N
(N)M). First we perform M-point ID-DCT to get Mtransform coefficients, and then,
fill (N-M) zeros in the transform domain. Finally we perform N-point I-D inverse
DCT to get the interpolated N pixels. For two dimensional case, the El method is
performed in one direction at first, and then, once again in the other direction.
The above method does introduce no more higher frequency components than were
present in the original segments. However, the computation involved in performing
the DCT and inverse DCT is more complex. When the El method is applied to a
general 8 x 8 2D-DCT block, the El is performed 16 times: 8 times in horizontal
direction and 8 times in vertical direction. So about 16 I-D DCT, and about 16 ID-
inverse DCT, are required for each block and in case of the general value of M, a fast
DCT algorithm is not available.
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In order to reduce the computational complexity, the authors of [YCKKL98]
proposed a spatial domain based El which has the same effect as the one operated by
the 1-D DCT. Let fJ (n1) denote the intensity function of M pixels in the original
segment in interest, or object segment. Let f2(n]} denote the function of N
interpolated pixels. The relationship betweenfJ(nJ} andf2(n]} can be expressed as:
f2(0) Coo CO(M-I)
h(O)
f2(1) CIO C1(M_I)
h(l)
= C20 C2(M-I) (Eq.S.3-I)
f2(N -2) h(M-I)
f2(N -1) C(N-I)O C(N-I)(M-I)
h(O) o; DO(N-I)
f2(0).t; (1) DIO D1(N_I)
f2(1)
= D20 D2(N-1) (Eq.S.3-2)
.t;(M-2)
f2(N -1)
.t;(M-l) D(M-I)O D(M-I)(N-I)
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According to above equations, we can calculate the El coefficients {elm} and inverse
El coefficients {Dim} for every M with fixed N, and store the coefficients in the
memory in advance. By the very simple matrix operation above, we can perform El
and inverse El easily.
5.4 Improvements to the performance of Object Wavelet Transform
by a new spatial smoothing technique
It is well known that when encoding rectangular images, codecs based on the 2-D
Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) can achieve a better performance than other
methods, especially in low bit rate mode. Therefore, some work in adopting the DWT
for encoding arbitrarily shaped regions has been done and reported in the literature.
The method we will discuss here is called Object-based Wavelet Transform (OWT)
[KIAK97]. The characteristic of this method is: that whilst still based on the regular
wavelet codec for rectangular images, it has some pre-processing to increase the
coding contribution to the pixels in the region of interest. Therefore our development
of this method is much easier to implement and the decoder is identical to the regular
one, which also improves its compatibility.
The desired object-based compression scheme should allocate most of the bits to the
regions of interest, while using as few bits as possible for the representation of the
other regions. In image compression, high frequency components or regions in which
pixel values change sharply occupy many more compressed bits than the rest.
Therefore, a practical method for achieving good image compression is to perform
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some pre-processing or smoothing operation to the unwanted regions in the
rectangular image so that when the processed image is operated on by a conventional
wavelet compression method, most of the bits in the output stream are for the regions
of interest, and a very small proportion, are for the others.
The key issue is the way we smooth the unwanted regions in the spatial domain.
Katata et al [KlAK97] divide an image into 16 x 16 pixel blocks. If a block contains
no unwanted region, no process is applied to it; If a block contains both unwanted
regions and regions of interest, the average value of all the regions of interest in this
block simply replaces the values of all unwanted pixels in this block; If a block only
contains unwanted regions, the block pixels are given a flat value which is computed
by referring to eight adjacent blocks around the current block. Finally, all smoothed
regions are low-pass filtered. The low-pass filter operation is done by averaging the
pixel values inside a 3 x 3 window. The regions of interest retain their original values.
The wavelet transform, however, does not process the image blocks individually - it
convolutes the whole image row-wise and column-wise with a mirror filter-pair. So,
the sharp changes around block boundaries, even after the low pass filtering, introduce
some unnecessary high frequency components.
What we propose here is to linearly interpolate the values of a string of pixels that
belong to an unwanted region, using the values of the delimiter pixels at the ends of
the string. Generally, each segment of a row or a column that consists of unwanted
pixels, has two delimiter pixels which belong to the region of interest. The ph pixel in
the segment gets the value: /(P(dl)-P(d2)}/N+P(d2), where P(dl) and P(d2) are the
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values of the two delimiters and N is the number of pixels of the segment. If a
segment has only one delimiter, for instance at the beginning or the end of a row or
column, all pixels of the segment are assigned the value of the delimiter. If a segment
has no delimiter, e.g. the whole column or row belongs to an unwanted region, the
whole column or row is assigned a single value which is the mean value of the
neighbouring columns or rows. Because the subsequent wavelet decomposition will
process rows first and the columns afterwards in a cascaded way, this linear
interpolation is only applied to the rows. The resultant image is averaged by a 3 x 3
window centered at any unwanted pixel. To illustrate the difference between our
proposed method and that of Katata et al [KIAK97], we apply both methods to an
image which contains some unwanted regions. We select a single row and plot its
profile in FigS.4-l. FigS.4-1a shows the original data without any smoothing
operation. FigS.4-lb shows the corresponding region mask: the high level identifies
the unwanted pixels while low level the pixels of interest. Fig5.4-1c shows the
resultant profile using the proposed method and FigS.4-1d shows its counterpart
produced by the method of Katata et al. It can be seen that the profile in Fig5.4-1c is
expected to have more compact low frequency components than that of Fig5.4-1d.
The positive effect of this difference is demonstrated later by compressing real images
using both approaches.
The image of Fig5.4-2a has been captured by a sensor on-board a University of
Surrey microsatellite, and it contains several cloud regions that are of no interest to
say, an agricultural application. The cloud regions have been identified by the fully
automatic method described in Chapter 4. The detection result is shown in FigS.4-2c.
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Following the method of Katata et al we produce the wavelet coefficient pyramid,
shown in Fig5.4-2b, and the mask with which we shall suppress the coefficients of no
interest in the pyramid, shown in Fig5.4-2d. The result of compressing the image
using this method with our proposed way of treating the unwanted regions and that of
Katata et al, are shown in Fig5.4-3, where we plot the peak signal to noise ratio
(PSNR) versus the number of bytes used to compress the image. This shows that the
new method is slightly better than that in [KIAK97]. Fig5.4-4 is similar to Fig5.4-3
but it refers only to the pixels in a strip 5 pixels wide around the cloud regions. This
strip has been identified by dilating the regions in Fig5.4-2c with an 1lxll mask and
subtracting the original figure from the dilated one. The quality of reconstruction of
only the pixels in the mask is then used to construct Fig5.4-4. The number of bytes
along the horizontal axis refers to the number of bytes used for the all ground regions.
Fig5.4-5 shows in more detail the distribution of errors in all ground regions for the
two methods and for different numbers of mask levels K of the wavelet pyramid. In
these graphs, the horizontal axis represents the error value and the vertical axis
represents log., of the number of pixels that have the corresponding error. BS means
the method of Katata et al and LS means our proposed method. Similarly, Fig5.4-6
shows only the distribution of errors in the near-cloud strips identified as before.
5.5 A method combining Hilbert scan and I-D DWT
Additionally, in this section, we propose another straight forward method which
encodes regions of interest only and also isolates the error generated in regions of no
interest. The idea is quite simple: we convert the regions of interest in an image into
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one dimensional strings and apply some one dimensional compression scheme to
encode these; The region boundaries are encoded separately, as with other shape-
adaptive algorithms. The simplest way to convert a two dimensional image into a one
dimensional signal is to use a raster scan. However, then the one dimensional
compression that follows only exploits the correlation in either the row direction or
the column direction while the original two dimensional image is correlated in both
directions. An alternative way to create a one-dimensional string from the two
dimensional image is to employ some space filling curve to do the scan.
In 1890, the Italian mathematician Peano presented a family of curves which pass
through all points in a space [PeaI890]. Since that publication, many researchers have
worked on this problem [But71]. Among them, Hilbert [Gar76] found some of the
simplest curves in the two dimensional discrete space, called the Hilbert curves.
These curves have been used in many applications such as: representation of two
dimensional patterns [AH65], mapping a multidimensional space into one
dimensional space for output display [PAB68], scanning for a pseudo-color image
display [SLP83], texture analysis [SCLS92], data compression [AF92] and so on. A
computational algorithm of this curve is generally based on a look-up table which
requires a large memory where this memory size is proportional to the image size.
Some fast sequential algorithms, with little memory usage, have appeared in the
literature [KEK93]. These can make the application of the Hilbert scan more
practical.
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A typical Hilbert scan for a 16x16 size square is shown in Fig5.5-1. In order to see the
advantage of using Hilbert scan over raster scan (horizontal scan in this case), we
convert a randomly selected image to one dimensional signal using this method, and
the traditional raster scan. We show the spectrum of these two signals in Fig5.5-2. In
terms of the frequency distribution of spectral energy, the Hilbert scan (bottom figure)
is clearly a much more compact "signal". The disruptive nature of the raster scan (top
figure) yields numerous high frequency spectral peaks at harmonics of the horizontal
scanning rate. Therefore, the Hilbert scan, as compared with a raster scan, provides a
better basis for compression.
In the proposed method, we first apply a Hilbert scan to pass through every point in
the original image space, skipping those points belonging to regions of no interest
according to the processed classification map or cloud detection output, and then we
encode the resultant one dimensional signal, which just contains the pixels of interest
of the original image, using one dimensional wavelet compression.
5.6 Compression results
We applied the three shape-adaptive compression methods described previously to
compress each region in the eight Landsat- TM images (both training and test data
were used as the division between training and testing was made only for the purpose
of the maximum likelihood classifier and has no bearing to the coding process). The
results are shown in Fig5.6-1a through Fig5.6-1h. For the six small-satellite images
containing clouds (which are shown in Fig5.6-7), just cloud regions are treated as
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compression test data (assuming that one might be interested in a meteorological
application). The results are shown in Fig5.6-2. For the six small-satellite images
containing land and sea regions, we just compress land regions. The results are shown
in Fig5.6-3. In all these figures, the horizontal axis represents different regions in the
multi-spectral case or different images in the single band case. The vertical axis
represents the normalized number of bits per pixel after compression. In every test, the
absolute value of root mean square error is tuned to so small that no difference
between the original and the reconstructed image can be visually detected. To
demonstrate this, we show in Fig5.6-6 the reconstructed regions of interest,
corresponding to Fig5.1-4. Meanwhile, the root mean square error between the
reconstructed and the original data for the three compression algorithms is tuned to be
very similar - the difference between the three algorithms is less than 0.01. As the
reconstruction error is roughly the same for all three algorithms, the number of
bits/pixel can be treated as a fair measurement of their performance - the smaller this
number is, the better the performance.
From the above tests, we can see that the I-D wavelet algorithm is the best when the
region is flat in the spatial domain (water, cloud, vegetation, artificial construction and
soil) and the OWT based algorithm is the most appropriate when the region is
spatially active (mountain, mixed agriculture fields and so on). This is applicable to
both Landsat TM multi-spectral images and small satellite panchromatic or single
band images.
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We also applied the I-D wavelet method to the whole image rather than part of the
image and compared the performance with the ordinary 2-D wavelet method and the
JPEG method with the "new" quantization table described in the previous chapter.
The results for Landsat images and small-satellites images are shown in Fig5.6-4 and
Fig5.6-5 respectively. We can see that the ordinary 2-D wavelet method wins over the
other two.
Based on above experiments on images from different sensors, a new application
based on-board compression architecture can be described as follows:
1. According to the specific application, the regions of interest are identified on-
board. The classification could be based on multi-spectral signatures or spatial
features matching with relevant maps [CKP95]. Both of these classification
references could be provided by the user and then uploaded to the satellite
before the images are taken.
II. Different algorithms are applied to encode different regions. If a region is
relatively uniform, e.g. single type vegetation area, flat artificial constructions,
water areas, clouds, soil and so on, the proposed I-D wavelet will achieve the
optimal result. If a region is highly textured, e.g. bright urban areas, mixed
fields, mountains and so on, the new region sensitive OWT based method is
better overall than the others. The compressed data are transmitted to the
ground, together with the region boundary information. In the case of multi-
spectral or hyper-spectral imaging, the images from different spectral bands
have the same boundary information so that this overhead will occupy a tiny
proportion of the whole encoded stream.
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III. If the user requires the whole images to be transmitted, the ordinary wavelet
method is the best.
In terms of computational expense, these compression methods rank from low to high
as follow:
JPEG < J-D wavelet < shape adaptive JPEG < Ordinary wavelet < OWT
When we compress some regions rather than the whole image, as the sizes of regions
decrease, the computational expenses of the shape adaptive JPEG and the I-D wavelet
algorithm also decrease correspondingly. The OWT based algorithm, however, still
processes the whole image as we described previously. So in the case where the size
of the region of interest is small, the computational cost could be different
significantly between the different algorithms.
5.7 Conclusion of the chapter
In this chapter, we proposed a new compression architecture within the structure of
application based image compression described in chapter 3. This method suggests
that different regions are encoded with different algorithms. Three shape-adaptive
image compression algorithms are used as examples. The first one is a IPEG-based
algorithm; the second one is based on the Object-based Wavelet Transform (OWT)
method; the third one is a novel method which adopts Hilbert scanning of the regions
of interest only, followed by one dimensional (1-0) wavelet transform. We also tested
the above three algorithms working at whole image mode to compare their
performance when encoding whole rectangular images. We used eight Landsat TM
multi-spectral images and another twelve small satellite single band images which
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contain clouds and sea-land scenes as our test set. Maximum Likelihood
Classification was used as a region identification method for the TM data, whilst a
region growing cloud detection method was used for the single band small-satellite
cloudy images, and texture boundary detection for land-sea single-band images. The
results show that these compression algorithms have a significantly different
performance for different types of region. For relatively uniform regions, e.g. healthy
vegetation area, water, soil, cloud, and so on, the I-D wavelet method is the best; for
highly textured regions, e.g. suburban urban areas, mixed agriculture, mountains and
so on, the modified OWT method wins over the others. The conclusion from the
whole image test, is that OWT working at whole image mode - with ordinary 2-D
wavelet compression, is the most suitable. This architecture will achieve a better
performance than traditional on-board compression schemes which use a fixed
compression method applied to the whole image no matter what the application.
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FigS.l-lc FigS.l-id
FigS.i-i Landsat-TM images for classification training
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Fig5.1-2c Fig5.1-2d
• Mountain
• Water
• Vegetation
• Coast
Anificial Constnlction
Downtown urban
Suburban urban
Soil
Mixed agriculture fields
Fig5.1-2 Manually classified regions of the images shown in Fig5.1-1
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Fig5.1-3c Fig5.i-3d
Fig5.i-3 Landsat-TM imagesfor Maximum Likelihood Classification
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Fig5.1-4c Fig5.1-4d
Fig5.1-4 Some regions of interest in Landsat- TM images
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FigS.2-1e FigS.2-1f
FigS.2-1 Illustration/or single-band images - sea region detection
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Fig5.2-2e Fig5.2-2J
Fig5.2-2 Result of sea region identification for single-band images
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(c) Preprocessing the data by the proposed method.
(d) Preprocessing the data with the method of Katata et al.
FigS .4-1 Illustration of spatial domain smoothing
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Fig5. 4-2a A satellite image Fig5.4-2b DWTpyramid
Fig5. 4-2d Constructed sub band mask
(with mask level K =3)
Fig5.4-2 Illustration of Object-based Wavelet Transform
Fig5.4-2c Cloud mask
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Fig5.5-1 Hilbert scanfor a 16x16 square
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Fig5.6-6 Some reconstructed regions of interest
(From left to right at each row: OWT based, J-D wavelet and DCT based respectively)
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Fig5.6-7e Fig5.6-7j
Fig5. 6-7 Single band images containing clouds
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Chapter 6. Conclusion and Future Work
6.1 Conclusion of the research
In this research work, we propose a novel application based image compression
framework for small-satellite optical imaging. The motivation of this work is that
small-satellites are becoming more and more popular for Earth observation while
down-loading the taken images presents a serious bottleneck in the whole process of
image acquisition, and therefore impedes the implementation of some image-hungry
applications, e.g. the Global Disaster Monitoring Network. The obvious solution to
this problem is the coding or compression of the images on board the satellites.
One significant feature of the framework proposed here arises from the fact that we
can identify substantial differences in operation philosophy between traditional Earth
observation satellites and small-satellites. In the case of the former, when an image is
captured, the specific usage for this image in general is still unknown: the captured
image could be used by multiple users and for applications which could be entirely
different from each other. Therefore every pixel in the image should be kept as
accurately as possible when the image is transmitted and stored. However, in the case
of small-satellites, the images are generally captured to match the specific
requirements of the user. This means that only the pixels which are useful for the
specific application need be well preserved, while all other pixels can be treated as a
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kind of 'application noise' and preferably be deleted particularly when the
transmission bandwidth is very limited.
In this research work, first of all, we take the cloud regions in image as an example of
'application noise' and incorporate above concept into well known JPEG compression
method. We analysed the distribution of compressed bits and reconstructed error with
JPEG and found that most of the blocks in an image which require the most bits and
which are least reliably reconstructed are blocks that contain rims of clouds where
rapid transitions from the very bright cloud region to the dark Earth surface or the sea
take place. This means that significant gains in coding can be obtained if these blocks
are isolated and treated separately. The cloud detection algorithm is inspired by a
region-growing method which is used to automatically detect micro-calcifications of
mammograms in medical image processing. Additionally, this research also proposed
a new quantization table to be used for rounding the coefficients of the Discrete
Cosine Transform and it is proved that this obtains further compression gain.
Another significant contribution of the work is the proposition to use a method which
encodes different regions with different algorithms. Three shape-adaptive image
compression algorithms are examined as potential candidates. Among the three, one is
a simple but efficient method which adopts a Hilbert scan in object regions to enable
the following one-dimensional (1-0) wavelet transform exploit the two dimensional
correlation existing within the image. These three algorithms are also set to work in
whole image mode as compare their performance at encoding a whole rectangular
image. The test set contains both Landsat multi-spectral images and small-satellite
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single-band images. The results show that these compression algorithms have
significantly different performances among the different regions. For regions
consisting of flat pixels spatially, e.g. single types of vegetation areas, water areas,
snow/ice areas and so on, the I-D wavelet method is the best; For regions consisting
of highly textural information, e.g. suburban area, forests, mountains and so on, the
modified OWT method wins over the others; For the whole image, the OWT working
in the whole image mode, which is just an ordinary 2-D wavelet compression, is more
suitable. Based on this, we conclude a new application based compression architecture
which extracts particular regions according to the specific application, and then
applies different algorithms to different regions can achieve a better performance than
traditional compression schemes which apply a fixed compression method to the
whole image no matter what the application.
The novelties and the contribution of this work to the state-of-art can be summarized
as: 1) To bring forward the concept of 'application based coding' to the field of small
satellite imaging. 2) To propose several practical application based coding methods.
3) To propose the coding architecture which compresses different regions with
different methods. 4) This work will also contribute to some other image-object
sensitive applications, e.g. MPEG-4 and the future lPEG-2000.
6.2 Future work
The main area of the future work can be divided into two categories:
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1) Incorporate the idea of application based image compression into multi-spectral
image compression. As we mentioned previously, the main difference between the
single band compression and multi-spectral compression is that the latter also
takes account of spectral correlation. Actually we can just apply a KLT along the
spectral axis in those regions of interest in the image and then follow this by
spatial domain decomposition. However, after the spectral and spatial
decomposition, the question is how to quantize those coefficients? It is clear that
different quantization precision should be applied to different transform layers, but
how are these to be defined?
2) It seems that lossy compression is more favourable in image compression for
small satellites. But corresponding to a specific application, what is the maximum
distortion that we can tolerate? It is obvious that different applications, and even
different interpretation techniques for the same application, could give different
answers including the definition of the adequate quality metrics.
Other future work includes research on more efficient feature identification methods
and the expansion of the idea that encoding different regions with different
algorithms or codebooks/templates. This is especially meaningful for Vector
Quantization and Matching Pursuit techniques.
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